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PREFACE

This teaching guide has been developed out of
the recognition that a significant amount of
work traditionally assigned to professional social
workers can, in fact, be performed by trained
paraprofessionals. Recent fact-finding studies
have shown that the personnel needs of social
service programs were not being met because of
a lack of definition in occupational standards.
Every agency participating in the studies recog-
nized the need for professional services. On
the other hand, a continuing shortage of social
workers created staffing problems for the per-
formance of activities supporting those services.

The guide attempts to meet this problem by
defining in detail the entry-level job of social
service aide. It also provides a description of
the basic competencies required for advance-
ment within the field. The guide is linked to a

national vocational information system which
is performance-based and employer-based. It of-
fers the instructor, guidance counselor, student,
and administrator the results of an pccupational
analysis of the social service field and presents a
core of resources that can be used to develop a

social service occupations training curriculum at
the local level.

The guide presents the instructor and sturent
with statements of the actual job skills required
to perform at the entry level and is backed by
the knowledge requirements of the social service
field. For the curriculum designer, the guide
provides a logical system of informationjob
tasks, general knowledge concepts, a suggested
instructional methodology, sample learning ac-
tivity packages, and teaching resourcesthat is
adaptable to local school needs and resources.
For the guidarcce counselor, the guide offers
information and suggestions for determining the
prerequisite learning needs of individual students
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and recommends diagnostic tools for placing
students in the training program. The school
administrator can use the guide as a planning and
evaluative tool to strengthen existing programs
ard develop new ones. All users of the guide
should familiarize themselves with each section
so that maximum use may be made of the guide
in curriculum development efforts.

The guide is divided into two parts: Part One,
"Guide for Curriculum and Instructional Devel-
opment" (Sections 1.1-1.9), and Part Two,
"Guide for Student Selection and Placement in
the Training Program" (Sections 2.1-2.7).

PART ONE: CUIDE FOR CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SECTION 1.1, "How to Use Part One of the
Guide," presents a recommended, step-by-step
method for using Sections 1.1-1.9. Included
in the section are steps for: Background and
Review, How to Plan Your Course, How to De-
velop Instructional Units, and Student Selection
and Placement.

SECTION 1.2, "How the Guide Was Developed,"
explains the structure and development of the
guide and tl-e definitions of key concepts:
occupational alalysis, worker trait group, task
statement, tasl, inventory, general knowledge
concept, and ca -eer ladder.

SECTION 1.3, "General Job Description: Social
Service Aide," provides a comprehensive over-
view of the career field, descriptions of the
type of work performed at the entry level, em-
ployment forecasts, and other important social
service career information.



SECTION 1.4, "Inventory of Job Tasks," pre-
sents a performance-based listing of social service
job tasks at the entry, intermediate, and ad-
vanced levels. The tasks represent the significant
learner outcomes of the training program; they
are the core materials upon which curriculum
development efforts can be based.

SECTION 1.5, "Inventory of General Knowl-
edge Concepts," desbribes the important atti-
tudes and values inherent to social service.
These concepts form the academic grounding
for effective performance of the social service
job tasks.

SECTION 1.6, "How to Develop Learning Activ-
ity Packages,"- explains a method for developing
learning activity packages from the performance-
based tasks and the knowledge-based concepts.
Two sample learning activiy packages are pre-
sented in this section: one based on a task
and one based on a general knowledge con-
cept.

SECTION 1.7, "How to Select an Instructional
Method," describes the uses, advantages, and dis-
advantages of eight of the most commonly used
instructional methods and the factors involved
in selecting the most appropriate method for a
given learning situation.

SECTION 1.8,"Teaching-Learning Resources for
the Instructor," provides the instructor with a
variety of instructional resources and references
for use in social service curriculum and instruc-
tional development efforts.

SECTION 1.9, "Selected Teaching-Learning Ac-
tivities," lists activities that can be used when
developing learning activity packages.

vi

PART TWO.: GUIDE FOR STUDENT
SELECTION AND PLACEMENT IN
THE TRAINING PROGRAM

SECTION 2.1, "How to Use Part Two of the
Guide," offers the school guidance counselor a
step-by-step method for using Sections 2.1-2.7.

SECTION 2.2, "Career Guidance for Social
Service Occupations," provides a theoretical
ffarnework for guidance activities in the social
service training program and describes the Gen-
eral Aptitude Test Battery which can be used for
student selection and placement.

SECTION 2.3, "Qualifications ProfHe for the
Entry-Level Social Service Aide," presents a
composite profile of the entry-level worker and
is based.on four major worker trait groups from
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

.SECTION 2.4, "The Advanced General Educa-
tion Program," lists the instructional units con-
tained in a widely used remediation program.

SECTION 2.5, "Worker Trait Codification Sys-
tem," is excerpted from the Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles and provides an explanation of
all the knowledge, aptitude, and interest levels
associated with worker trait groups.

SECTION 2.6, "Related Jobs at Entry, Interme-
diate, and Advanced Levels;" is included in the
guide to suggest the job and career mobility that
results frorn training as a .social service aide.
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SECTION 2.7, "Related Jobs by Worker Trait
Group," presents joh titles organized by the four
major worker trait groups associated with social
service work.



PART ONE

GUIDE FOR CURRICULUM

AND
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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SECTION 11
How to Use Part One of the Guide

Part One of the guide provides tools, resources,
and a step-by-step process that can be used at
the local school level to develop a social service
occupations training curriculum and supporting
instructional activities. The steps listed below
present a recommended method for using the
sections in Part One of the guide. The user is
encouraged to follow these steps so that the best
possible use of the guide can be made.

The Background and Review steps provide the
user with a comprehensive overview of the social
service field and an explanation of the proce-
dures used to develop the guide. The steps
included in How to Plan Your Course offer a
detailed procedure for using key sections of Part
One to develop an up-to-date, job-related curric-
ulum in the social service field. The steps under
How to Develop Instructional Units build on the
course-planning steps and provide useful models
for the development of learning .activity pack-
ages which are responsive to local needs. The
Student Selection and Placement steps offer sug-
gestions to the instructor for coordinating course
development activities with the student selection
and placement activities of the school guidance
counselor.

BACKGROUND AND REVIEW

STEP 1: Review how the guide was developed.
Read Section 1.2, "How the Guide Was Devel---
oped," to gain a thorough understanding of the
structure and development of the guide and to
become familiar with these key concepts and
terms: occupational analysis, worker trait group,
task statement, task inventory, general knowl-
edge concept, and career ladder.

STEP 2: Review the information on the social
service career field. Read Section 1.3, "General
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Job Description: oocial Service Aide," for an
overview ofi the career field, descriptions of the
type of work performed at the entry level, em-
ployment forecasts, and other important social
service career information.

STEP 3: Review the Inventory of Job Tasks.
Study -Section 1.4, "Inventory of Job Tasks,"
to gain another perspective on the career field.
This section presents a performance-based listing
,of social service job tasks at the entry, interme-
diate, and advanced levels. These tasks represent
the significant learner outcomes of the training
program; they are the core materials upon which
curriculum development efforts can be based.

STEP 4: Review the Inventory of General
Knowledge Concepts. Study Section 1.5, "In-
ventory of General Knowledge Concepts," to
become familiar with the knowledge-based con-
cepts that support the performance-based tasks.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR COURSE

STEP 1: Examine each entry-level task. The
entry-level tasks form the building blocks of a
performance-based curriculum. Consider what
is meant by each task statement listed in the
Inventory of Job Tasks (Section 1.4), how it dif-
fers from other task statements in the inventory,
and how it relates to: the needs of your student
population; the educational priorities of your
school; the facilities, equipment, and instruc-
tional materials available; and the time available
for instruction.

STEP 2: Rank the tasks in the order of their
importance. Keeping in mind the educational
priorities, needs, and resources of your school



and students, rank all the entry-levei tasks in the
order of their importance. Your first efforts
should be to divide the tasks ;nto more manage-
able clusters, such as: 1 = most important,
2 = average importance, and 3 = less important.
Then, rank the tasks within each of these'clus-
ters. The end result of this effort is a ranked list
of task statements ranging from most important
to least important with regard to your educa-
tional priorities, needs, and resources. If several
people are involved in course planning, their
ranking of the tasks should be done indepen-
dently.

STEP 3: Independently rerank the tasks. After
a short period of time has elapsed (one or two
weeks), all of the people who ranked tasks
should repeat Steps 1 and 2. Do not refer to
your initial rankings during this step.

STEP 4: Resolve any differences in the task
rankings. In order to improve the reliability of
the rankings, resolve any differences through
group discussions among the rankers and a re-
examination of the tasks.

STEP 5: Review your ranked entry-level task
list. For the finalized, ranked U. t of tasks, deter-
mine if you haye a manageable number of tasks
to teach in the time allotted for the training
program. Drop the lowest ranked tasks until a
manageable number of tasks is reached.

STEP 6: Sequence your entry-level task list.
Sequence the tasks in the approximate order in
which they will be taught. (The sequence may
be slightly altered when you begin developing
instructional units based on the tasks.) There
are two basic ways to sequence tasks: one is
based on the order in which the tasks are per-
formed on the job, and the other is based on a
building block concept. These two methods are
described in more detail below. In actual prac-
tice, both seauencing methods have their place
in course development. Deciding which method
to use win depend on the content and perfor-
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mance required in a particular task or group of
tasks.

Method 1: Job Performance Order. This
method provides the student with training in
performing a group of tasks as they actually
would be performed on the job. The sequence
may be determined through employer interviews,
the establishment of an ocwpational ad iisory
committee, or collaboration with local training
directors or supervisors.

Method 2: Building Block Learning. The
building block method means that the initial,
prerequisite skills and knowledge taught serve as
basic building blocks for subsequent instruction.
In general, a student should progress from the
simple to the complex, from the familiar to the
unfamiliar, and from the concrete to the ab-
stract. Easily learned tasks or broad concepts
that have application throughout the course
should be placed at the beginning of the course.
Similarly, more complex tasks that depend on
the mastery of several simpler tasks should be
placed near the end of the course.

STEP 7: Select general knowledge concepts for
course content. The general knowledge concepts
(Section 1.5) correspond to the important atti-
tudes and values inherent to social service. They
form the academic grounding for effective per-
formance of the social service job tasks. Since
the general knowledge concepts relate to topics
that may be taught in academic courses such as
sociology, psychology, and English, you may
want to coordinate your selection of concepts
with teachers of those courses.

STEP 8: Develop additional general knowledge
concepts. Add your own concepts to those
selected. This list of concepts supports the task
list you developed in previous steps. Wher you
have completed this step you will have two lists:
(1) a sequenced list of performance-based entry-
level tasks and (2) a fist oi general knowledge
concepts which describe the academic grounding
for effective performance of the tasks. These
two lists form the content of your course.



STEP 9: Insert the general knowledge concepts
into your course sequence. In Step 6 above you
determined the approximate order in which the
tasks will be taught in the course. Now, place
the general knowledge concepts into that se-
quence so-that they support the learning of the
tasks.

STEP 10: Contact social service agencies in your
local area. In your course planning you should
acquaint local social service agcncy personnel
with your course of studies, approach, and in-
structional activities. They may be able to
provide some useful suggestions about involving
students in cooperative education programs,
volunteer projects, and field trip activities.

HOW TO DEVELOP INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS

STEP 1: Review the basic principles of learning.
In Section 1.6, "How to Develop Learning Activ-
ity Packages," a list of basic learning principles
is presented. Review the list to gain an under-
standing of these principles which support an
types of learning activities. The principles may
be applied to instructional units based on either
the tasks or the general knowledge concepts you
selected.

STEP 2: Examine the process for developing
learning activity packages. Study Section 1.6
to become familiar with the process used to
develop learning activity packages which utilize
the performance-based tasks and the knowledge-
based concepts. Section 1.6 provides two sam-
ple learning activity packages: one based on a

task and one based on a general knowledge
concept.

STEP 3: Develop your own learning activity
packages. Design your own packages based on
the process described in Section 1.6. Blank
worksheets are provided at the end of Section
1.6 for this purpose.

STEP 4: Select methods of instruction and
supporting activities. Use the following sections
of the guide to support each learning activity
package: Section 1.7, "How to Sclucll an ¶n-
structional Method," Section 1.8, "Thaching-
Learning Resources for the Instructor," and
Section 1.9, "Selected Teaching-Learning Activ-
ities."

STUDENT SELECTION AND PLACEMENT

STEP 1: Review the guidance sections in Part
Two of the guide. Review the sections in Part
Two of the guide to gain dn understanding of

7 how the guidance activities relate to and support
your curriculum and instructional development
activities. It is especially important to review
Section 2.3, "Qualifications Profile for the
Entry-Level Social Service Aide."
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STEP 2: Coordinate your efforts with the
school guidance counselor. Discuss student se-
lection and placement activities with the school
guidance counselor in order to establish criteria
for selection and placement of students in the
training program.



SECTION 1.2
How the Guide Was Developed .

The teaching guide for social service occupations
represents a significant step in the development
of training programs that are closely linked with
employer requirements and employment oppor-
tunities. It is based on the premise that students
should be trained in the actual job skills identi-
fied by social service agencies as most important
for entry-level workers. Its aim is to put into the
hands of educators at the local level a core of
rn, erials that can be used to develop a training
program based on their needs and resources.
This section of the guide describes the proce-
dures used to develop the teaching guide and
provides the background information needed for
effective use of each section.

Development of the teaching guide began with
the identification of a family of jobs within the .
social service field which were related through
their required levels of performance and knowl-
edge. Extensive use was made of the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.)* and related
supplements in identifying job families.

The criteria used for seleCting jobs that would,
in effect, define the social service field included:

Broad Entry-Level Tasks. Jobs were selected
which required the performance of a broad range
of entry-level skills and knowledge when com-
pared to related jobs.

Job Mobility. Jobs were selected that entailed
skills and kncwledge which could be applied to
jobs higher on a career ladder concept beginning
at the semi-skilled or entry level and proceeding
upward, job by job, to the advanced level. Jobs
that did not provide an opportunity for upward

* U.S. Department of Labor. Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (Vol. 1, Definition of Titles;
Vol. 2, Occupational Classification) (3rd ed.).
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1965.

mobility within the career field were screened
out.

Career Flexibility. Jobs in social service that
encompassed skills and knowledge which could,...
be appliectto ic'-)s outside the field were selected:
This critern reflected concern for students
who m!ght fartially or entirely finish the social
service (..!cc.Jpations training program and then
decidc to enter another career field.

Future Employment Opportunities. Available
employment forecasts were used to select jobs
for inclusion in the job family for which there
was an anticipated need nationwide.

Training Time Requirements. Jobs were selected
for which entry-level training could be com-
pleted within a two-year program.

Training Flexibility. Jobs were screened in
terms of their projected training cost, support
requirements, and facilities required.

After this composite picture of the social serrice
field had been produced by defining a represen-
tative family of jobs, title jobs were selected to
represent the job family at the entry, interme-
diate, and advanced levels of performance. En-
compassing the broadest range of skills and

- knowledge within the job family, the title jobs
chosen were: social service aide (entry level),
social service representative (intermediate level),
and advanced social service representative (ad-
vanced level).

The next step involved generating a list of tasks
and general knowledge concepts to represent the
basic-skills and knowledge required of the entry-
level worker (social service aide). This step was
based on a careful analysis of the D.O.T., em-
ployer interviews, and an evaluation of existing
inventories of social service occupations tasks
and general knowledge concepts. The inven-
tories appearing in this guide are the result of



the identification of four major worker trait
groups from the D.O.T. (Counseling and Guid-
ance, Information Gathering, Corresponding, and
Information Giving) and the matching of entry-
level tasks and concepts to these categories (see
Section 2.3).

Through an examination of existing social ser-
vice curricula it was found that nearly all were
heavily oriented toward the behavioral sciences.
However, when the job of social service aide was
defined through employer interviews and an
analysis of actual job requirements, it was found
that the tasks related to behaviorally oriented
course content accounted tor only about 20% of
the total number of tasks performed. On the
other hand, skill in interviewing, corresponding,
gathering, verifying, and dispensing information
were equally important and in many agencies
more important to successful performance.

In support of the entry-level inventories, task
statements were compiled and evaluated at the
intermediate -and advanced levels. The higher-
level task inventories indicate the competencies
and knowledge required as the worker progresses
up the career ladder. All three task inventories
(entry, intermediat,,, and advanced) are con-
ceived as a core of v.,1) performance skills which
can be adapted to local educational needs and
available school resources.

The final task and general knowledge concept
inventories in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 are the bases
from which the other sections of the guic:e were
developed: the general job description, the

1 2
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recommended methodology for creating learning
activity packages, and the strategies and diagnos-
tic tools available for placing students in the
social service training program.

The methodology used in developing the teach-
ing guide has several important implications for
curriculum development efforts. First is the
close link established between curriculum intent
and instruction& practice. If the recommended
procedures for developing learning activity pack-
ages are followed, the relevance of the instruc-
tional content is guaranteed since the occupa-
tional analysis produced only the essential, as
opposed to the "nice-to-know," tasks and con-
cepts required for acceptable job performance.
No matter which tasks and general knowledge
concepts the instructor selects from the inven-
tories, the resulting curriculum content relates
to the capabilities derived horn the occupational
analysis.

Second, since th:- ^nalysis produced many more
tasks than a two-year curriculum could logically
utilize, the final set of instructional units is
determined at the local level by the instructor,
who is in the best position to make such deci-
sions. The instructor's selection of tasks and
general knowledge concepts from the inven-
tories is made on the basis of identified local
employment opportunities, students' needs, and
resources available. Consequently, the teaching
guide represents a flexible set of materials
that can be revised and updated in response to
the changing requirements of the social service
field.



SECTION t3
General Job Description: Social Service Aide

The General Job Description provides instruc-
tors, career guidance counselors and students
with a comprehensive introduction to the entry-
level job of social service aide. The information
contained in this section* includes an overview
of the career field, specific descriptions of the
type of work dcne by the social service aide, the
kinds of institutions and agencies most likely to
employ such aides, training requirements, em-
ployment forecasts, expected earnings, working
.conditions and sources of additional social 'er-

vice career information.

NATURE OF THE WORK

Social service or social welfare aides enable so-
cial service agencies to help greater numbers of
people by freeing professional social workers
and rehabilitation counselors from many routine
duties. Most social service aides work under the
close guidance and supervision of social workers
or counselors. Social service aides serve as a link
between professional social workers or rehabili-
tation counselors and people who seek help
from social agencies by welcoming visitors and
learning the nature of their problems. Aides ex-
plain the services and facilities of the agency and
help new applicants fill out eligibility forms. An
some welfare agencies, aides visit applicants'
homes, interview friends and relatives, and check
documents such as marriage licenses or birth cer-
tificates to determine an individual's or family's
eligibility for public assistance.

4

Much of the routine paperwork required in wel-
fare programs is done by social service aides.

*This section has been excerpted from the Occu-
pational Outlook Handbook (1974-75 Edition),
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, Bulletin 1785.
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They may keep fact sheets on clients up to date,
maintain a filing system of reports or a control
system for periodic case reviews, and fill out
school enrollment, employment, medical, and
compensation forms.

Aides usually referred to as casework aides or as-
sistants may work directly with clients. They
may help clients locate and obtain adequate
housing, find jobs, or counsel parents about
their children's dress and appearance. Casework
aides serve as advocates for clients by going with
them to clinics to insure that they receive
needed medical care or by helping them effec-
tively communicate their needs to institutions
that provide educational or welfare services.

Homemaker aides help people improve their skill
in shopping, cleaning, sewing, budgeting, family
health and hygiene, child care, and meal plan-
ning and preparation. They are assigned to a
home for one or more days a week, or instruct
groups of people at a community center. An im-
portant part of the homemaker aide's work is
the actual demonstration of homemaker skills.
Stressing the importance of regularity and rou-
tine in the home, they set pp a schedule of
weekly activities. In addition to teaching do-
mestic skills, some homemaker aides also -help
people obtain needed social services.

Social service aides may help care for children of
working parents at child development facilities.
Aides also may transport elderly and handi-
capped people who are not institutionalized to
clinics for medical checkups or to stores to pur-
chase food, clothes, and other necessities.

Some outreach workers called neighborhood
workers personally contact the residents of an
area to explain and discuss agency services.
They learn the needs of individuals and families
and refer routine cases to a counselor or to the



appropriate community service agency. They
report more difficult cases to a supervisor.

Employment aides, another type of outreach
worker, actively seek out the disadvantaged and
help prepare them for employment through spe-
cial training and counseling.

Apart from these specific duties, the single most
useful function of the social service aide is to be
a friendly listener who is available when needed
to offer encouragement and counsel.

PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT

About 100,000 people worked as social service
aides in 1972; about four out of five were wom-
en. Most aides work in the inner-cities of large
metropolitan areas- More than half of the social
service aides work for government departments
and agencies, primarily on the state and local
levels. hey work for community and neighbor-
hood organizations and centers, welfarl and so-
cial service agencies, residential welfare facilities
for children or adults, and rehabilitation agen-
cies serving the blind, disabled, and otherwise
disadvantaged.

TRAINING, OTHER QUALIFICATIONS
AND ADVANCEMENT

Graduation from high school generally is not re-
quired for social service aide jobs. However, the
trend in the occupation is toward upgrading per-
sonnel qualifications; it is expected that formal
training at the vocational/technical school level
will become a prerequisite for employment in
the better-paying jobs.

People seeking jobs as social service aides should
have the basic ability to get along well with peo-
ple, work especially toward increasing their
awareness of the disadvantaged population, and
be able to work as Part of a team. They should
be tactful, courteous, and possess leadership
qualities.

Most employers emphasize the development of
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career ladders with opportunities for advance-
ment through a combination of on-the-job train-
ing, work experience, and further education.
Aides usually are trained on the job from one to
several months. Those without high school di-
plomas often receive classroom instruction to
help them pass a high school equivalency exami-
nation. Entry-level positions as employment
aides have the potential of leading to a job as an
employment interviewer and, after special train-
ing, as an employment counselor.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK

Employment of social service aides is expected
to grow very rapidly through the mid-1980s.
Many opportunities are expected for part-time
work. Increased employment in this field will
stem from population growth, coupled with this
country's continuing commitment to aid those
who are disadvantaged, disabled, or unable to
care for themselves. Openings also will be cre-
ated from the need to replace aides who die, re-
tire, or transfer to other jobs. As social welfare
services and programs expand, social service
aides increasingly will be used for work which is
more routine and holds less responsibility than
that done by professional personnel.

EARNINGS AND WORKING CONDITIONS

In 1972, the last year for which information is
available, social service aides earned salaries rang-
ing from $5,000 to $8,000 a year. This salary
range was above average for occubations hiring
employees of comparable education and train-
ing. The federal government paid beginning so-
cial service aides salaries rariging from $4,798 to
$6,128 depending upon their education and
prior work experience; experienced aids earned
as much as $12,373. Many aides work part-time
and earn less.

Although they work much of the time in offices
of social service agencies, aides may frequently
visit the homes of clients ur offices of other
social service agencies, hospitas and business
establishments. Since some clients cannot be



reached during the regular work day, aides often
must work evenings or weekends.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Information on the requirements for social ser-
vice aide jobs is available from cit4i, county, or
state departments of welfare or social service,
community or neighborhood development agen-
cies, and local offices of the Illinois State Em-
ployment Service.

A variety of federal agencies have assigned job
designation codes to the position of social ser-
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vice aide. These codes are commonly used by
federal, state, and local governments as well as
by private social service agencies, businesses, and
industry. When requesting career information'
from either private or governmental sources, use
these code numbers:

U.S. Civil Service Designation: GS-186

U.S. Department of Labor (D.O.T.) Designa-
tions: 195.108, 195.208, 195.228, 195.368

Standard Industrial Classification Manual Desig-
nation: 8321



SECTION 1.4
Inventory of Job Tasks

, This section of the guide presents the lists of
tasks, or task inventories, for social service work
at the entry, intermediate, and advanced levels.
These tasks represent the significant learner
obtcomes of the training program and thus are
the core materials upon which curriculum and
instructional development efforts can be based.

Preceding each inventory is a brief overview
of the title job for that particular level: entry
level (social service aide), intermediate level
(social service representative), and advanced level
(advanced social service representative). The
tasks at the entry level are further categorized
according to the four worker trait groups*
associated with social service work: Worker
Trait Group 1, Counseling and Guidance Tasks;
Worker Trait Group 2, Information-Gathering
Tasks; Worker Trait Group 3, Corresponding

* Worker traits are the abilities, personal traits,
and individual characteristics necessary for a
worker to achieve average successful job perfor-
mance. See Section 1.2 for a description of
how the tasks and four worker trait groups were
selected for the social service field.

and Related Tasks; and Worker Trait Group 4,
Information-Giving Tasks. Summaries of typical
work performed and common worker require-
ments accompany each worker trait group's task
inventory.

The letter and number codes preceding each task
statement are for identification purposes only.
They should not be interpreted as sequential .

steps or rankings of the tasks by importance.
Abbreviations used are: E = entry-level tasks,
I = intermediate-level tasks,. A = advanced-level
tasks.

The three-digit numbers following the worker
trait group titles at the entry level [e.g., Coun-
seling and Guidance Tasks (.108; .208)] indicate
the worker's required level of competence in
working with data, people, and things. Sections
2.3 and 2.5 of this guide and the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles provide additional infor-
mation about and detailed explanations of the
datapeoplethings numbering scale. Section
2.3 also provides a qualifications profile of the
knowledge, aptitudes, interests, and tempera-
ments required to perform these tasks success-
fully at the entry level.

TASK INVENTORY FOR ENTRY-LEVEL TITLE JOB:

SOCIAL SERVICE AIDE

This title job covers nonprofessional positions in
support of higher-level staff who provide coun-
seling, guidance, and reated social assistance
services. Responsibilities at this level involve
interacting with individuals or families in the
community, establishing and maintaining com-
munity contacts, working wiVi and providing
leadership for a group of residents in a facility,
giving unemployed adults information and assis-
tance on community job tiaining or employment
opportunities, and performing related office
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support duties. Social service aides work in and
out of the social service office, with outside
work involving client contacts and community
organization contacts.

The social service aide is required to communi-
cate effectively with others, work constructively
in group situations, apply practical knowledge
of program requirements and procedures, and
possess a practical understanding of some coun-
seling methods and techniques.



WORKER TRAIT GROUP 1:
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE TASKS (.108; .208)

Work Performed. Work activities in this group
of tasks primarily involve assisting in counseling
individuals or groups on solving occupational,
educational, personal, or social problems. Typi-
cal situations include assisting prison parolees in
gaining employment and adjusting to society;
counseling frustrated or unhappy workers or job-
seekers in their search for mbre fulfilling work;
and assisting troubled individuals or families
in normal social adjustment and development.

Worker Requirements. A combination of the
following is required of the worker at the entry
level: sympathetic attitude toward the welfare
of others; verbal facility to relate to people at
all levels; capacity to absorb training and apply
knowledge to the solution of diverse problems;
organizational ability in assisting in the planning
and directing of guidance programs; tact, poise,
and general demeanor that tends to inspire con-
fidence and esteem.

TASK STATEMENTS

E1.01 Act as expediter in securing social and medical services, including such
concrete services as transportation, helping to fill out forms, helping to
arrange child care, etc.

E1.02 Act on plan to help client with problem.

E1.03 Arrange for family to receive emergency food.

E1.04 Assist client in social functioning related to activities of daily living.

E1.05 Assist in the operation of clinics.

E1.06 Assist in the organization of community guidance and resource programs.

E1.07 Communicate feeling of concern, trust, and confidence to client and
his/her family.

E1.08 Conduct outreach activities for clients such as prisoners and the physically
disabled who are unable to come to the agency for service.

E1.09 Conduct outreach visits in community to identify people with problems
and motivate them to seek help from agency.

E1.10 Counsel and coach with individuals or small groups regarding specific
behaviors.

E1.11 Educate small client groups in daily living skills

E1.12 Educate small client groups in orientation programs.
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E1.13 Evaluate client's problem enough to make ,referral or to make simple
adjustment.

E1.14 Evaluate client's strengths and weaknesses in order to facilitate his or her
participation in agency activities.

E1.15 Give practical advice to client on everyday problems of Social adjustment.

E1.16 Guide client's family in assistance to client.

E1.17 Help clients (particularly those recently discharged from institutions)
with home management skills such as child care, cooking, cleaning, and
shopping.

E1.18 Help client find employment.

E1.19 Help client to solve social problems by making appointments and alerting
agency to the referral.

E1.20 Help families and small groups know how to go 'about getting services.

E1.21 Help in recruitment of volunteers.

E1.22 Observe client to help define problem.

E1.23 Participate, under supervision, as coworker in casework with other social
service workers.

E.1.24 Participate, under supervision, as member of a rehabilitation team.

E1.25 Perform, under direction, miscellaneous duties in connection with the
provision of social services.,

E1.26 Plan for meals, personal care services, getting clients to services, etc., for
a small group of clients.

E1.27 Provide role model for clients and groups.

E1.28 Provide transportation to clients.

E1.29 Take care of children when parents meet with social worker.

E1.30 Talk to child to evaluate child's initial impressions and perceptions of
Aproblems.

E1.31 Work with families at home or in offices to help implement services,
interpret laws, agency policies, and regulations.

E1.32 Work with neighborhood workers, local caretakers, and community agen-
cies regarding problems of clients.
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP 2:
INFO.RMATION-GATHERING TASKS (.368)

Work Performed. Work activities in this group
of tasks primarily involve collecting information
and checking it for accuracy or consistency.
Carrying out prescribed actions in relation to
the information occasionally is involved. The
information usually is obtained or verified by
personal or telephone interview or by observa-
tion. The performance of clerical tasks, such as
recordkeeping, is frequently involved.

,

Worker Requirements. A combination of the
following is required of the worker at the entry
level: verbal facility and the ability to relate to
people in order to tactfully acquire information
and create a good impression; attention to detail
in reviewing records and avoiding errors; numeri-
cal ability for situations inyolving accounts and
other numerical records; and a liking for public
contact work.

TASK STATEMENTS

E2.01 Assist client in obtaining necessary records and/or documents.

E2.02 Attend community meetings as representative of agency.

E2.03 Collect specific case information from individuals and families served and
from other neighborhood sources for use of the supervisor.

E2.04 Conduct, under' supervision, survey to determine needs of the local com-
munity.

E2.05 Detect basic needs of client.

E2.06 Do outreach to follow up clients and assure that they are progressing with
their rehabilitation in the community.

E2.07 Gather and compile information through informal contacts or formal sur-
veys on community needs, ethnic distribution, knowledge of community
resources, etc.

E2.08 'Gather information and provide it to clients and appropriate local agencies.

E2.09 Help client find appropriate social outlets (clubs, churches, and others).

E2.10 Identify community resources available to client.

E2.11 Interview client and gather data.

E2.12 Interview client to determine problem related to activities of claily living.

E2.13 Interview client to obtain basic family, medical, or financial information.

E2.14 Know community assistance services that are available.
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E2.15 Learn where and how emergency services can be secured (in own agencyand in the community).

E2.16 Listen to client explain problem.

E2.17 Make home visits to follow up on broken appointments, gather routine
information, or observe environment or family situation.

E2.18 Observe and report needs of neighborhood.

E2.19 Observe behavior and appearance of individuals and conditions relating to
families as a whole; report to supervisor.

E2.20 Observe needs of clients with special needs.

E2.21 Obtain a history from client or family member.

E2.22 Participate in agency fund-raising activities.

E2.23 Reach out to work with small neighborhood groups for detection and
understanding of basic problems related to activities of daily living.

E2.24 Report to and discuss with supervisor problems of clients and conditions
found in institutions.

E2.25 Secure client's records.

E2.26 Take initial application for service.

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 3:
CORRESPONDING AND RELATED TASKS (.288; .388)

Work Performed. Work activities in this group
of tasks primarily involve preparing correspon-
dence, reports, forms, and other- documents and
examining, editing, and recording verbal infor-
mation or written material.

Worker Requirements. A combination of the

following is required of the worker at the entry
level: a good vocabulary and facility with lan-
guage; attention to detail; application of precise
standards, techniques, and mechanics of good
grammar, spelling, and punctuation; and ability
to organize data in logical sequence when com-
posing correspondence and .other material.

TASK STATEMENTS

E3.01 Assist in production of bilingual booklet for non-English-speaking clients.

E3.02 Contact appropriate agencies to secure and use resources to help client.
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E3.03 Contact community and city-wide agencies on behalf of client.

E3.04 Expedite obtaining services for clients (fill out fOrms,'get- medications,
provide and arrange transportation).

E3.05 Fill out agency fact sheet with information supplied by client or family
member.

E3.06 Fill out agency forms.

E3.07 Fill out statistical forms.

E3.08 Follow procedures, reports, and forms prescribed by the agency.

E3.09 Follow through to assure that program participants meet their commit-
ments.

E3.10 Keep accurate records of contact with families and services rendered.

E3.11 Keep necessary records and learn departmental and clinic procedures.

E3.12 Maintain case files, referral directories, and information on community
resources and similar office work pertaining to the social work program.

E3.13 Make contacts with potential clients and provide materials describing
agency services and requirements for participation.

E3.14 Make routine phone calls.

E3.15 Make source contacts in the community to obtain their cooperation in the
program.

E3.16 Obtain periodic progress information for use of the supervisor during job
training or early employment periods.

E3.17 Read or write letters or other written materials for clients who are unable
to read or write.

E3.18 Record case material for agency files.

E3.19 Score tests administered to clients.

E3.20 Take staff meeting minutes.

E3.21 Write up a work contract with client.

E3.22 Write up results of interview with client and discuss results with supervisor.
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP 4:
INFORMATION-GIVING TASKS (.168; .268)

Work Performed. Work activities in this group
of tasks primarily involve making information
available to interested individuals or groups;
dispensing information in response to or in
anticipation of direct or indirect inquiries; and
dispensing information related to the correct
interpretation of agency or government& rules
and regulations.

Worker Requirements. A combination of the

following is required of the worker at the entry
level: verbal facility to converse with people at
varied levels; ability to deal tactfully with people
to put them at ease and gain their confidence in
answering inquiries; numerical ability and cleri-
cal perception to avoid errors in recordkeeping
and referral to written matter; ability to reason
analytically and organize facts when asking and
answering questions; and a neat appearance,
poise, and composure.

TASK STATEMENTS

E4.01 Act as information and referral person concerning community resources.

E4.02 Act as language interpreter for non-English-speaking client.

E4.03 Assist client in adjusting to new or present housing situation.

E4.04 Assist client in finding housing.

E4.05 Assist client in observing rules and procedures of agency.

E4.06 Assist in developing community resources (employment, recreation, etc.).

E4.07 Attend seminars and training sessions in order to gain new knowledge and
understanding.

E4.08 Conduct intake evaluation and make "routine" decisions.

E4.09 Contribute to social change efforts on a local basis.

E4.10 Convey community cultural patterns/attitudes to agency professional
staff.

E4.11 Encourage clients to use community resources.

E4.12 Establish and maintain contact with disadvantaged persons in the corn
munity and encourage them to seek service.

E4.13 Explain the nature of services avaikable and eligibility requirements
agency procedures to a client or potential client.
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E4.14 Give simple instructions to client on daily living skills.

E4.15 Help client plan and prepare to rn )ve to new housing.

E4.16 Interpret program to client and his/her family.

E4.17 Participate in staff meetings.

E4.18 Provicle community and public information to client.

E4.19 Provide information regarding basic family planning to client.

E4.20 Provide referral information on community resources.

E4.21 Recruit children for community 3rograms, such as Head Start, recreation
programs, or summer camp.

E4.22 Work with local workers (police, public health nurses, clergy) to include
social service information in local plans.

TASK INVENTORY FOR INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL TITLE JOB:

SOCIAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

The work done .by the social serAce representa-
tive usually is limited to problems that do not
require the application of extensive knowledge
of the behavioral sciences or professional social
work methods. WhHey a broad understanding
of sociological and psychological concepts is

important, a working knowledge of politics,
bureaucracies, and local governments is equally
important to the social service reptesentative.

The social service representative has a direct re-
sponsibility for providing assistance and services
on a regular, continuing basis to clients and the
community. This work involves such functions
as obtaining selected background information
through interviews and home visits, establishing
eligibility for use of agency resources, helping
individuals identify needs that are related to the
agency's services, explaining and encouraging the
use of agency and community resources as a
means of dealing with identified client problems,
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and referring clients to appropriate sources of
additional help. These _functions may be per-
formed either in conjunction with professional
social workers or independently in conformity
with agency standards and procedures.

The social service representative's work is dis-
tinguishable from that of the social service aide
in two main ways: the nature and range of
assigned cases is broader and more complex, and
the responsibility for making decisions involves
more independence and authority. When a case
is assigned to a social service representative, the
purpose of the service is to assist the client in
finding soluticins to overt needs. If the client's
problems seem to be interfering with his or her
ability to make use of the help available, profes-
sional case work may be indicated and the social
service representative is expected to make the
necessary arrangements for such professional
assistance.



INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL TASK STATEMENTS

Ii Act as cultural and linguistic interpreter between agency and client.

12 Act as liaison with other community agencies.

13 Act as member of child-care treatment team.

14 Act as member of interdisciplinary team (e.g., nurses, teachers, vocational
rehabilitation workers, social workers) who are planning for local community
needs.

15 Act as parent surrogate (learn and use parenting functions including emo-
tional support and love, teaching, helping children to achieve acceptable
behavior according to social norms).

16 Act as team member in case conferences of local agencies and caretakers
which focus on helping specific individuals, families, or groups.

17 Administer client screening tests and provide some interpretation of results.

18 Administer intermediate programs (geriatric service, sheltered workMiop).

19 Analyze and assess client's problem and how it can be,solved.

110 Anaiyze extent of family problems for supervisor or consultant tti determine
appropriate assistance.

11 1 Answer inquiries from public concerning available services.

112 Assess and refer clients for emergency care during family crisis.

113 Assess client who may be in need of protective services (with help of super-
visor).

114 Assist family in money management through budgeting, consumer education,
etc. .

115 Assist individuals and groups in poverty areas in recognizing home, family, or
community conditions contributing to problems of health or social adjust-
ment and in making plans toward their correction.

116 Assist in establishing and promoting social rehabilitation programs.

117 Assist in the gathering, analyzing, and synthesizing of agency data.

118 Assist in the preparation of teaching materials.

119 Assist in thn presentation of agency workshops.
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120 Attend board and :")taff meetings.

121 Attend seminars and training sessions available in tne agency and the com-
munity.

122 Carry out behavior modification activities.

123 Coach/teach concerning activiti'A of daily living, vocational attitudes, orien-
tation problems, etc.

124 Compile records and statistics regarding agency services.

125 Conduct case s;.udy of clients.

126 Conduct group meetings with clients concerning problems, opportunities,
adjustment to community.

127 Counsel client concerning alternate methods to deal with problems.

128 Determine eligibility of client for social services.

129 Determine steps necessary to get a desired result from a social service agency.

130 Direct therapeutic recreation programs.

131 Engage in community relations activities to interpret agency's functions to
commu nity.

132 Evaluate group programs to determine relevancy to_ members.

133 Evaluate local and neighborhood problems.

134 Evaluate with agency staff and/or outside consultant the client's needs and
appropriate rehabilitation services.

135 Expedite and follow through on client requests and needs.

i 36 Expedite changes in local rules and regulations afiecting the provision of
social services.

137 Explain, demonstrate, and act as role model for client.

138 Facilitate communication between the agency and the community by clarify-
ing agency programs to community. .

139 Follow up .-.;lient who has failed to return Lo agency or clinic for treatment.

140 Give emotional and psychological support to client concerning social/medical
problems.

2 5
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141 Help others to understand basic client problems and society's problems
related to areas of actual daily living.

142 Identify problems in providing service and try to solve these problems orrefer them to supervisors for solution.

143 Initiate group discussion to identify group activity interest and motivation
sources.

144 Interview client to determine problem.

145 Involve parents in planning for care of children with special needs.

146 Keep records of client needs observed and 'of requests of client which could
not be met, or which could be only partially met.

147 Locate, advise, and refer client to neighborhood social, recreational, or edu-
cational resources.

148 Locate other social service resources in the community.

149 Make social and vocational diagnoses and plan for groups and programs.

150 Monitor clients' work assignments.

151 Organize local community in community-action programs with help of super-
visor and other staff.

152 Participate in fund-raising activities.

153 Participate in local planning; serve on boards and committees of recreation,
aging, rehabilitation programs.

154 Participate in proposal-writing activities.

155 Participate in role-playing and psychodrama activities.

156 Plan and organize intermediate programs.

157 Prepare written or oral reports on contacts with clients or with community
residents.

158 Promote agency programs.

159 Provide information to individuals and groups,
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160 Reach out to offer and explain services to prisoners, physically disabled, and
others who cannot or will not come to agency.

161 Reassure client concerning the services he or she is receiving.

162 Recognize client's needs for concrete services and act upon these needs
(housing, clothes, medical care, transportation).

163 Recognize needs for.emergency help and act upon these needs (family crisis,
eviction, medical problem).

164 Recruit volunteers for community fund-raising activities.

165 Secure information for client referral to a protective service agency or to
court.

166 Seek cooperation of own agency in securing further client data and in plan-
ning how to meet client needs on a preventive level:

167 Supervise and counsel clients recently discharged from institutions.

168 Talk with parents regarding their child's progress in program.

169 Teach or instruct clients or groups of persons.

170 Work with industry to create jobs for mentally ill, retarded, handicapped,
and other clients with special needs.

171 Work with other community agencies and workers (neighborhood centers,
health clinics, etc.) regarding client problems.

TASK INVENTORY FOR ADVANCED-LEVEL TITLE JOB:

ADVANCED SOCIAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

The social service representative functioning at
an advanced level works with considerable inde-
pendence in providing assistance and service in
a wide range of cases. Positions are typically
characterized by an overall responsibility for
decisions affecting more difficult, specialized
cases which would not-be assigned to lower-level
agency personnel.

The worker at this level takes the initiative in
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providing assistance and service. His or her judg-
ment is relied upon to plan programs of assis-
tance and service for individuals and families,
make continuing appraisals of progress or plans,
give sustained heir) and encouragement, and
evaluate changes in the family's or individual's
situation that inay affect assistance planning.
Supervision is received mainly through a regular
review of reports and through periodic discus-
sions of progress on assigned cases.



ADVANCED-LEVEL TASK STATEMENTS

Al Act as advocate for clients.

A2 Act as bridge to help community and agency groups understand the social
environment of clients and social welfare needs.

A3 Act as liaison worker between client, agency, and community.

A4 Administer major programs (state, city, county, personnel, budget, facilities).

A5 Administer student field work placement training programs.

A6 Analyze and evaluate agency programs.

A7 Arrange and negotiate for services with local agencies for small groups of
clients (e.g., parent groups for handicapped children).

A8 Arrange for local agencies to serve the retarded, juvenile offenders, ex-
hospital patients, and other clients with special needs.

A9 Assist client to meet crises.

A10 Astist client who has obvious needs, but has not asked for help, to be aware
of services and to appiy for assistance.

Al I Assist client with legal restorations.

Al2 Attend leadership or administrator's meetings.

Al 3 Attend to dues presented by client and his/her environment, such as need
for emergency help, need for support and encouragement, for coachipg or
for action regarding environment (e.g., rent problems, educational problems).

A14 Complete performance evaluations of employees.

A15 Conduct interviews for hiring of personnel.

A16 Conduct public information programs.

A17 Conduct research or studies of agency programs.

Al 8 Consult with other major agencies regarding community needs and programs.

A19 Delermine the appropriateness of referrals from other agencies.

A20 Develop job.descriptions for agency staff.

2 8
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A21 Develop suitable child placement resources, such as foster homes or adoption
horn:es.

A22 Devise and direct use of records, reports, and other agency materials.

A23 Direct the preparation of teaching materials.

A24 Evaluate and devise plan to help client and problem.

A25 Evaluate and diagnose difficult or complex cases.

A26 Evaluate and diagnose specialized problems (medical tests, psychological
testing, etc.).

A27 Evaluate community, state, or agency problems.

A28 Explain and demonstrate new patterns of behavior.

A29 Explore with client's family present problems, possible causes, and possible
solutions.

A30 Follow through on referrals to other departments or agencies and determine
that services are actually provided.

A31 Help client diagnose problem on which he/she wants to work.

A32 Help client recognize pressures influencing his/her behavior.

A33 Help client set and reach goals.

A34 Identify clients with problems so that they can be included in special
programs.

A35 Interpret agency services to other professionals.

A36 Interpret diagnosis and result of child evaluation to parents.

A37 Interpret medical recommendations and follow-up care to family to support
patwnt case program.

A38 Lead group in discussion of personal problems.

A39 Lead small groups and help them to function (e.g., learn rules of procedure,
deal with individual problems, deal with interpersonal problems).

A40 Make court appearances in connection with casework.

A41 Make referrals to clinics: medical, child guidance, mental health.

A42 Motivate client toward new behavior.
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A43 Organize a community in behalf of disadvantaged citizens.

A44 Organize a meeting to involve the community in developing a recreation
program for the community.

A45 Organize and promote major programs and resources in the city, county, and
state.

A46 Participate in agency budgeting process.

A47 Participate in family therapy.

A48 Participate in p:an therapy.

A49 Participate in proposal-writing and agency funding activities.

A50 Participate in the development of social service agency manual.

A51 Particiriate in the implementation of affirmative action plans.

A52 Prepare regular reports on agency programs for board or supervisor.

A53 Prescribe and design behavior modification programs.

A54 Present case material to staff.
6

A55 Promote changes in laws, rules and regulations affecting provision of social
services.

A56 Provide client with role model for new behavior to hielp client learn by
observation, repetition, rehearsing, etc.

A57 Provide liaison with other major private and governmental agencies and
institutions.

A58 Reach out to major agencies, industries, etc., to help them identify, analyze,
and solve psycho-social problems (e.g., alcoholism, absenteeism).

A59 Refer client to appropriate training program placement service center, com-
muhity resource agency, or counseling treatment center. .

A60 Resolve disputes within groups through discussion of conflict and feelings
involved.

A61 Review client cases of staff member under his/her supervision.

A62 Review statistical data submitted by staff.

A63 Secure data through interviews, conferences, or written records regarding
definition of client problem and treatment.
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A64 Serve as chairperson of agency committees.

A65 Serve on boards of urban renewal agencies, model cities programs, juvenile
delinquency boards, etc.

A66 Set limits and deal with behavioral reactions (e.g., hospitals, group living,
therapy groups).

A67 Set treatment plan for difficult cases and groups.

A68 Supervise staff development activities.

A69 Supervise staff, unit heads, and other agency personnel.

A70 Teach informal client training and education programs.

A71 Undarstand and develop desirable attitudes toward minority group cultures
and the sociological and psychological factors influencing their behavior.

31
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SECTION 1.5
Inventory of General Knowledge Concepts

This section of the guide presents the list of
general knowledge concepts which support the
performance of social service work at the entry
level. The concepts are categorized according
to the four worker trait groups associated with
social service work: Group 1, Counseling and
Guidance; Group 2, Information. Gathering;
Group 3, Corresponding and Related'Activities;
and Group 4, Information Giving.

The general knowledge concepts correspond to
the important attitudes, values, and background
knowledge inherent to social service. They can
be used in conjunction with the tasks to develop
learning activity packages (see Section 1.6).
The numbers preceding each of the concepts
are for identification purposes only; they should
not be interpreted as sequential steps or rank-
ings.

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 1:
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

1.01 Analyze various urban problems as they relate to social welfare problems.

1.02 Define the stages of human development.

1.03 Define how the social service aide can fit into a client system as a helping
person.

1.04 Demonstrate an interest in looking at group behavior in an attempt to
heighten self-awareness.

1.05 Demonstrate an ability to define the relationship between social service
aides and community groups.

1.06 Demonstrate, at a beginning level, how to communicate verbally and non-
verbally as a helping person.

1.07 Demonstrate three-or more skills as a group member.

1.08 Demonstrate an understanding of some of the effects culture may have
upon one's self and one's community.

1.09 Demonstrate an ability to work toward enhancing communication skills
with individuals from different cultures.

1.10 Demonstrate an ability to understand that community groups must solve
their own problems with the help of the social service worker.

1.11 Demonstrate an understanding of varying cultures and how the social
service aide might adapt to these cultures.

3G
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1.12 Demonstrate a beginning ability to assess client problems in social func-
tioning and decide with the client whether the problem has personal
and/or societal cathes.

1.13 Demonstrate in a beginning way how the social service aide can serve as
an expeditor and as an advocate.

1.14 Demonstrate two or more techniques for breaking down barriers to com-
munication.

1.15 Describe the differences between the way human behavior is judged and
the way basic human nature is perceived.

Describe the physical and social needs of individuals.

Describe the roles and duties of various social service personnel.

Develop at a beginning level, in a laboratory situation, the human skills of
listening to, feeling with, caring for, and understanding the problems and
needs of others.

1.19 Identify the various sensitivity factors that affect an aide's relationship
with a client.

1.20 Identify the roles and tasksi of the social service aide in the observation
and assessment of social situations.

1.21 Interact, at a beginning level, with other persons as an individual helping
person.

1.22 Outline the importance of different individual assistance skills used by
social service aides.

1.23 Outline the methods used in social work and the helping professions in
dealing with social problems.

1.24 Use a basic understanding of human behavior to work with people more
. comfortably both on and off the job.

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 2:
INFORMATION GATHERING

2.01 Begin to identify various factors which may affect group dynamics.

2.02 Demonstrate an ability to recognize the need for acquiring knowledge of
a given community in working more effectively in a social service agency.
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2.03 Describe the various functions of social service agencies.

2.04 Determine the training and promotional opportunities for entry-level
positions in social service agencies.

2.05 Identify the types of problems handled in social service agencies.

2.06 Identify the ways the social service aide can use his or her knowledge of
alternative procedures in helping clients.

2.07 Identify the manner in which the social service agency fits into the social
system.

2.08 Identify the major procedures of a social service agency.

2.09 Identify preventive programs and services.

2.10 Identify the various types of community resources in the social service
field and define their functions.

2.11 Identify the roles and tasks of the social service aide in the use of agency
resources to help clients.

2.12 Identify the roles and tasks of the social service aide with respect to
agency rules and regulations.

2.13 Identify the roles and tasks of the social service aide in the observation
and assessment of behavior of self and of other persons.

2.14 Identify the social service aide's role as an employee in an agency.

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 3:
CORRESPONDING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

3.01 Identify the tasks related to clerical procedures of a social service agency.

3.02 identify the procedures and specifications selated to recordkeeping in a
particular social service agency.

3.03 Develop the skills of composing, editing, and proofreading written ma-
terials.
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP 4:
INFORMATION GIVING

4.01 Demonkrate a basic knowledge of client interviewing skills used by social
service workers.

4.02 Demonstrate an ability to acquire the necessary skills to successfully con-
duct a community meeting.

4.03 Integrate the needs of clients of social agencies with the services rendered
by these agencies.

3 5
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SECTION 1.6
How to Develop Learning Activity Packages

The development of a performance-based curric-
ulum for social service occupations is based on a
method called functional job analysis (described
in Section 1.2). This method of analyzing actual
job requirements as defined by employers is an
effective way to develop a training curriculum.
With this method, a training program curriculum
contains the essential skills and knowledge that
an entry-level worker performs on the job and
leads to the development of an instructional
system that describes what, why, and how the
trainee is to learn these skills and knowledge.

This section explains how.to take the tasks and,-
general knowledge concepts presented in Sec-
tions 1.4 and 1.5 and develop units of instruc-
tion, or learning activity packages ( LAPs), from
them. Two sample LAPsone based on a task
and one based on a general knowledge concept
are included as models that can be used to devel-
op LAPs at the local level.

In addition to the information and sample LAPs
presented here, which are specifically related to
social service occupations, the instructor should
refer to the series of POP (Pre-Service Occupa-
tional Program) Kits available from the Division
of Vocational and Technical Education, Illinois
Office of Education. The POP Kits cover such
instructional planning topics as student perfor-
mance objectives, domains of learning, writing
sets of objectives, lesson planning, unit planning,
constructing learning activity packages, and in-
structional materials.

Section 1.6, when used in conjunction with
the POP Kits, provides the tools for building an
instructional system based on the tasks, general
knowledge concepts, and supplementary mate-
rials presented in this guide.

3 6
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PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING

No matter what the content of a curriculum or
the instructional methods used, there are several
basic principles of learning that underlie the
development of learning activity packages. The
two sample LAPs presented later in this section
are guided by these principles; it is strohgly
recommended that the seven principles of learn-
ing described below be kept in mind as LAPs are
daveloped for the training program.

Optimum Step Size. Optimum step size involves
the application of two concepts. First, students
learn best when tney are not frustrated by mate-
rial that is too difficult. Second, students learn
best when they are challenged beyond boredom.
To apply these concepts, instruction is developed
by increments, or steps, that are small enough to
permit mastery without frustration but are large
enough to provide meaningful challenge. Deter-
mining the optimum step size depends on several
factors such as student background, intelligence,
difficulty of material, and so on.

Controlled Responding. Not only is the instruc-
tion-presented to the student in predetermined
steps, but it also directs him or her to assume an
active role by performing specific activities with-
in each step. These activities are determined
during the development of the learning activity
package. It requires each student to apply what
he or she learns as it is learned. This insures that
the student progresses toward the learning objec-
tive. When controlled responding is built into
the learning, the student becomes an active,
rather than passive, participant in the learning
experience.

Knowledge of Results. After responding overtly
to each optimum step of instruction, the student



learns whether the response was correct or incor-
rect. Such knowledge of results, also known as
confirmation, serves two purposes. Its primary
purpose is to reinforce the learning process.
When a student responds correctly and is told so,
the learning of-correct performance is reinforced
and he or she is motivated toward further learn-
ing. Its secondary purpose is to correct wrong
responses and thus prevent the student from
practicing wrong performances. Without such
timely knowledge of results, a student can repeat
a mistake until it becomes part of his or her
performance.

Controlled Pacing. In conventional instruction
the training time is usually a constant factor.
For example, if it has been decided that a speci-
fied amount of time will be spent on a segment
of learning, then all students receive the speci-
fied amount of time regardless of differences in
aptitude. We know from experience, however,
that students learn at varying rates; but little
provision is ever made for this obvious fact. By
using LAPs, on the other hand, instruction time
becomes a variable instead of a constant factor.
If student self-pacing can be built into the learn-
ing situation, each student is allowed to progress
at his or her own rate according to learning
ability. If self-pacing is working effectively, the
faster student is not held back and the slower
student is not forced to rush in order to keep up.
Controlled pacing confirms the learning activity
package as the method that most practically
achieves a balance between the needs of teaching
and the requirements of learning. If individually
paced learning is not practicable, then a group-
paced approach can be used. In this approach,
students are organized into homogeneous pacing
groups so that each group can proceed at the
appropriate learning rate.

Validation. Validation is the process of deter-
mining the effectiveness of instruction. It places
the burden of teaching upon the system; if the
students fail to achieve the objective of the
learning activity package, one should assume
that the instruction has failed. When such fail-
ure occurs, the instruction should be revised and
restructured until the students achieve the learn-
ing objective.
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Student-Centered Approach. The student-cen-
tered approach is one that incorporates all the
previous principles in a comprehensive learning
system. The final outcome of instruction is

focused on student performance and measuring
that performance. Learning is student-centered
when.the student has been taught throughopti-
mum steps, has been directed to respond, has
been provided with knowledge of results, has
progressed at his or her own rate, or within a
rate appropriate to a particular homogeneous
group, and when a careful analysis of the stu-
dent's performance has been conducted.

Performance Analysis. The final product of a
performance analysis includes: a complete, pre-
cise listing of the skills and knowledge that must
be taught in order to prepare the student to
master the objective; a determination of the con-
ditions under which the student will perform;
and the factors which constitute acceptable per-
formance by the student. Performance analysis
consists of a review of all performance objec-
tives, field surveys, task observations, and any
other process which yields empirical data about
the actual performance the student is expected
to demonstrate at the conclusion of a learning
activity package. The analysis should involve
only those skills and knowledge that are critical
to performance of the task or achieving the
objective. It should omit any mate'rial that is
"nice-to-know," but not critical.

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGES

The successful learning activity package is based
on the comprehension, by the instructor and the
student, of these four terms: objective, over-
view, learning experience, and summary.

The objective is the end result toward which
student effort is directed in the package. It is
stated in performance terms, which means that
the student must demonstrate achievement of
the performanbe specified. The objective states
what the student should have learned at the
completion of the LAP. The overview explains
why it is important to achieve the stated objec-
tive and how it can benefit the student. The



learning experience guides the student through
a step-by-step process to achieve the objective.
The summary reviews the reason for doing the
particular activity and reinforces the learring
that has occurred during the LAP.

The key point of a learning activity package is,
of course, the LAP's objective. The objective
determines both the content and the activities of
the LAP. The other components of the LAP,
particularly the learning experiences, should sup-
port and satisfy the learning objective. Upon
completion of the activities prescribed by the
learning experiences, the student should be able
to demonstrate the capability stated in the ob-
jective.

The learning experiences within the LAP should
reflect the student capabilities necessary to sat-
isfy the LAP's objective. The number of experi-
ences and their content may vary from LAP to
LAP. In fact, a given capability can, and should,
be attained through different kinds of learning
experiences. The instructor should be able to
use various types of instructional methods (see
Section 1.7) in order to provide students with
appropriate learning experiences that will lead to
mastery of the LAP objective.

In order to provide the student with first-hand
exposure to vocational capabilities, emphasis
must be Oaced on performance-based learning
experiencesi.e., LAPs based on the tasks pre-
sented in Section '1.4. These experiences are
augmented by experiences which provide a theo-
retical and conceptual framework around which
the tasks are basedi.e., the general knowledge
concepts provided in Section 1.5.

Performance-based activities permit the student
'to utilize both cognitive and psychomotor pro-
cesses in achieving the objectives of a learning
activity package. They also provide the instruc-
tor and student with the opportunity to evaluate
the attainment of vocational capabilities.

Non-performance activities, to be sure, have
their value; but these activities alone cannot pro-
vide the student with the capabilities which he
or she will need on the job in the working world.
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In addition, many students are at relatively low
reading and vocabulary levels; this casts doubt
on how much the student really learns through
these methods. There is also a question if por-
tions of theories, principles, or concepts are
really needed by the student to achieve given
capabilities at a particular level or if they are
needed at- all. Determining how much theory
and how much practice is to be included in a
learning activity package is sometimes a difficult
process. Very often, however, a clear statement
of the LAP's objective will provide the answer.
Section 1.9 provides a list of selected activities
which. encompass both knowledge-based and
performam;e-based activities. They can be used
by the instructor as a starting point for develop-
ing additional activities for social service learning
activity packages.

Another factor to be considered in developing
LAPs involves the selection of appropriate refer-
ence materials and teaching-learning aids. This
requires a consideration of a number of factors,
such as the relevance of the information, the
ability of the student to benefit from it, and its
availability, cost, and ease of use. These must be
evaluated continually since the criteria for their
selection may change from LAP to LAP. Sec-
tion 1.8 lists reference materials and teaching
aids which the instructor should find useful in
developing learning activity packages.

DEVELOPING LAPS FROM A TASK

In Section 1.1 of the guide you followed a series
of steps in order to specify the content of the
social service occupations training program. The
result of this process was a sequenced list of
performance-based tasks supported by general
knowledge concepts. The steps below show one
way to identify the skills, knowledge, and activ-
ities related to each task that can be used to
develop one or more learning activity packages.

To help you work through these steps, three
worksheets are provided on the following pages.
Steps 1-7 explain Worksheets 1 and 2 and help
you to gather and organize the information
needed to develop a LAP. Worksheet 1, "Task



Listing," involves selecting a task for instruction
and identifying tasks that are related to the
selected task-. Worksheet 2, "Task Analysis,"
is used for breaking down a task into the skills
and knowledges required to perform the task.
Steps 8-12 explain Worksheet 3, "LAP Outline,"
which is used for organizing the information
developed on Worksheets 1 and 2 into a learning
activity package outline.

STEP 1: Select a task for instruction.

From your list of sequenced tasks, select one
task for instruction. Write this task down in the
space provided on Worksheet 1. For the sample
LAP presented in this section, the following task
was selected: "Interview client to determine
problem related to activities of daily living."

STEP 2: Identify tasks that are closely related
to the task selected in Step 1.

Although you are working with only one task at
a time, it is important to identify those tasks
that are closely related to the task you selected.
By completing this step, you will establish inter-
relationships among a group of tasks, both with-
in a worker trait group and across worker trait
groups. Write down these tasks in the spaces
provided on Worksheet 1. Examine these tasks
and how they are related to one another. This
helps to establish a sequence for other learning
activity packages that you will develop.

STEP 3: Specify the learning conditions and
criteria under which the task is to be performed
by the student.

Moving on to Worksheet 2, write down the task,
the learning conditions under which the task will
be performed by the student, and the criteria for
evaluating student performance. For the sample
LAP, the learning conditions are: "Simulation
of interview in a social service agency." The cri-
teria for judging student perforrhance are: "The
student will determine the client's problem and
its relationship to activities of daily living."
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STEP 4: Identify the major skills needed to per-
form the task.

In Step 2 above you probably noticed that some
of the related tasks that you identified were
listed in a worker trait group other than the task
you selected for instruction. In the same way,
the skills needed to perform an interviewing task
involve morc than just "information gathering"
(Worker. Trait Group 2). Interviewing also in-
volves skill, to some degree, in "counseling and
guidance" (Worker Trait GroJp 1), "correspond-
ing" (Worker Trait Group 3), and "information
giving" (Worker Trait Group 4). These are, in
the broadest sense, the basic skills necessary to
conduct an interview. These basic skills have
been entered in the spaces on Worksheet 2
labeled "Skill."

STEP 5: Specify the learning activity represent-
ing the skill.

After you have identified the basic skills involved
in performing the task, further specify these
skills so that they relate directly to the task.
For example, the basic skill of "information
gathering" is restated as a learning activity, "ob-
tain information"; the basic skill of "information
giving" is restated as "provide information to the
client"; the basic skill of "guidance and counsel-
ing" is restated as "involve client in resolution of
problem"; and "corresponding" is restated as
"follow up on client problem." On Worksheet
2, these learning activities have been entered in
the spaces labeled "Learning Activity."

STEP 6: Break down each activity into specific
steps.

On Worksheet 2 each activity has been broken
down into a series of steps. For example, under
the activity of "obtain information," four steps
have been listed within the context of an inter-
view situation:

1. Identify individual.
2. Identify problem area.
3. Determine nature and extent of problem.



4. Determine that the problem falls within the
jurisdiction of the agency.

For each of the other three activities specified
above, a sequenced list of steps has br:en gener-
ated on Worksheet 2.

STEP 7: Identify the knowledges which support
the performance ot each activity.

The final component of Worksheet 2 is a listing
of the knowledges which support the perfor-
mance of the steps under each activity. For
example, in obtaining information from a client
during an interview, it is important for the social
service aide to have a working knowledge of or
understanding of human relationships, people's
basic needs and defenses, problem areas common
to present-day society, and what constitutes a
helping relationship. These supporting knowl-
edges are listed below the series of steps for each
activity identified on Worksheet 2.

Steps 1-7 above have helped you to gather and
organize the information needed for the develop-
ment of LAPs related to a single task statement:
"Interview client to determine problem related
to activities of daily living." All of this informa-
tion has been entered on Workshers 1 and 2.
Steps 8-12 explain how to take the information
from Worksheets 1 and 2 and develop an outline
for a single learning activity package.

STEP 8: Select one learning activity from Work-
sheet 2 as the content for a single LAP.

In the sample provided in this section, the
learning activity "obtain information" has been
selected as the content for a learning activity
package. The other three learning activities
identified can be used for the development of
subsequent LAPs. The intent of selecting just
one learning activity is to narrow the focus of
instruction into manageable units. Enter the
activity name and the steps into which it has
been broken down in 'the spaces provided on
Workshrlet 3.
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STEP 9: Write the objective for the LAP.

On Worksheet 2 the learning conditions and the
performance criteria were identified for the task
statement as a whole. Using this information
as a foundation, write the LAP objective as it
pertains to the specific learning activity you
selected. Remember that the objective is a state-
ment of what the student will be able to do at
the completion of the LAP. On Worksheet 3 the
objective of the sample LAP has been stated as:
"in a simulated interview in a social service agen-
cy, the student will obtain information from the
client to determine the client's problem."

STEP 10: Write an overview to the LAP.

The overview provides a general introduciiun to
the LAP, explains the importance of the LAP's
objective, and how it can benefit the student.
It also serves as a link to other kinds of tasks
that have already been taught or wilt be taught
in subsequent LAPs (see Worksheet 1). Wriiing
the overview is an important step in LAP devel-
opment, because it requires the instructor to
focus his or her attention on what is to be
learned during this particular LAP. Review the
sample overview on Worksheet 3 to see how this
is accomplished.

STEP 11: List learning experiences for the LAP.

Learning experiences should take into account
all of the steps listed at the top of Worksheet 3.
In preparing a LAP outline, list the learning ex-
periences that are needed to deal with each step
and that will accomplish the objective. For the
sample unit these are listed in the space provided
under "Learning Experiences."

STEP 12: Write a summary of the LAP.

The summary provides a review of the outcome
of the learning experiences in order to reinforce
the learning that has taken place during the LAP.
Space is provided on Worksheet 3 to write this
summary.



Job: Social Service Aide

Task:

Worksheet 1

TASK LISTING

Interview client to determine problem related to activities of

daily living..

Related Tasks:

1. Observe client to help define problem.

2. Listen to client explain problem.

Assess and decide how best to handle problem.

4. Act on plan to help client with problem.

5. Evaluate client's problem in order to make referral or make simple
_

adjustment.

6. Detect basic needs of client.

7. Obtain a history from client or family member._ _

R. Fill out agency forms.

9. Write up results of interview with client and discuss_results

with supervisor. _

10.

4.1
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Worksheet 2

TASK ANALYSIS

Job:

Task:

Social Service Aide

Interview client to determine problem related to activities

of daily living.

Learning
Conditions: Simulation of interview in a social service agency.

Outcome: The student will determine the client's problem and its

relationship to activities of daily living.

Skill: Information Gathering

Learning Activity: Obtain information.

Steps: 1.

2.

Identify indivi dual .

Identify problem area.

3. Determine nature and extent of problem.

4.

5.

Determine that the problem falls within the jurisdiction

of the agency.

Supporting Knowledge Required: human relationships, people's basic needs and

defenses, problem areas common to _present-da,y society, aspects of a helping

relationship
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Worksheet 2 Continued

TASK ANALYSIS

Information Giving

Learning Activity: Provide information to the client.

Steps: 1. Provide information regarding agency functions.

2. Provide information regarding community resources.

3. Provide information relative to the problem.

1.

5.

Supporting Knowledge Required: understanding of social welfare service delivery

systems and agency roles



Worksheet 2 Continued

TASK ANALYSIS

Guidance and Counseling

Learning Activity: Involve client in resolution of problem.

Steps: 1. Determine client's interest and willingness to,become

involved in problem-solving activity.

2. Engage the clientin decision making about the problem.

3. Inform client of problem-solving. alternatives.

4. Identify the resources and activits necessary to resolve

5.

the problem.

Supporting Knowledge Required: group processes, ways in which individuals relate in

groups, ways in which people relate in a one-to-one situation, understanding of

human behavior and techniques of problem analysis
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Worksheet 2 Continued

TASK ANALYSIS

Corresponding

Learning Activity: Follow up on client problem.

Steps: 1. Verify that the problem has been addressed through

follow-up activities.

2. Determine nature and extent of services provided in

resolving client problem.

3. Follow up on client to determine effectiveness of

4.

5.

problem-solving process.

Supporting Knowledge Required: knowledge and use of basic follow-up procedures

of social service agencies
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Job:

Worksheet 3

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

Social Service Aide

Task: Interview client to determine problem related to activities of

daily living.

Learning Activity: Obta i n i nforma ti on .

Steps: 1. Identify individual.

2. Identify problem area.

3. Determine nature and extent of problem.

4. Determine that the problem falls within the

5.

jurisdiction of the agency.

Supporting Knowledge Required: human relationships, people s basic needs

and defenses, problem areas common to present-day society, aspects of

a helping relationship

tto
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Worksheet 3 Continued

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

- LAP Objective: In a simulated interview in a social service agency, the

student will obtain information from the client to determine the client's

problem.

Overview: Knowing how to interview a client is one of the most important

skills for the social service aide to have. The interviewer, through

talking with the client, must be able to identify the nature and extent

of the problem and then determine whether or not the agency is equipped

to deal with the problem. The interviewer must follow the agency's inter-

viewing procedures, be able to record the information on agency forms,

and direct the client to the appropriate agency person for further action.

The aide also must bring to the interviewing situation a sensitivity to

people's basic needs, a knowledge and understanding of a helping

relationship, and common problems that clients may have.

Learning Experiences:

1. Show a film on proper interviewing techniques.

2. Assign appropriate background reading for understanding the

supporting knowledge required for effective interviewing.

3.
Set up a simulation experience of an interview in a social

service agency.

4. Invite a social service agency representative to talk with

students about interviewing process and techniques.
_

5.



Worksheet 3 Continued

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

Summary: By participating in the activities of this lesson you have

learned the kinds of duties that a social service aide must be able to

perform when interviewing a client. You have learned that in addition to

following the agency'i procedures for dealing with the client's problem,

you need to be sensitive to people's basic needs in identifying the

problem and determining how the agency can best help the client solve the

problem. Interviewing is just one of many ways that the social service

aide deals with clients. The skills you have learned in this lesson can

be applied to other situations where the aide and the client come together

to try to identify and solve a particular problem.

4 8
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EVALUATING STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Below is offered one method for evaluating stu-
dent performance on the LAP described above.
The Student Evaluation Checklist is based on ob-
serving the performance of the student for each
step of the learning activity. The learning activ-
ity can be designated as one that requires limited
skill (L), moderate skill (M), or proficiency (P).
As the student performs each step in the LAP,
the instructor can rate the student's performance
as either satisfactory (5) or unsatisfactory (U).

Student Name:

Date:

Instructor:

This is an easy way to keep track of each stu-
dent's performance on LAPS presented over a
period of time. It also offers the instructor a
means of determining which skills have been
mastered and which skills have not been mas-
tered by the student group as a wnole. By
reviewing these checklists periodically, the in-
structor.can pinpoint the areas of instruction in
which' students need additional help. (A blank
Student Evaluation Checklist is provided at the
end of this section for duplication and use by
the instructor.)

STUDENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Key: L = Limited skill
M = Moderate skill
P = Proficiency

S = Satisfactory
U = Unsatisfactory

RATING CRITERIA

L M P Learning Activity: Obtain information.

S U Steps: 1. Identify individual.

S U

S U

S U

S U

2. Identify problem area.

3. Determine nature and extent of problem.

4. Determine relevance of problem to agency's__

services.

5. Involve client in problem-solving activity.

Lfc'd
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DEVELOPING LAPS FROM A
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE CONCEPT

On the following page is a sample LAP based on
the general knowledge concept "clear thinking."

5 0
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Again, the LAP's four componentsobjective,
overview, learning experiences, and summary
are presented in detail. This LAP is one that
students work through on their own with a min-
imum of interaction with the instructor.



(SAMPLE LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE
BASED ON A GENERAL KNOWLEDGE CONCEPT)

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE 1:

CLEAR ThINKING

OBJECTIVE

At the end of this unit, you will be able to apply criteria (standards of measurement) to any source
of information, either in or out of the classroom, with which you may come in contact.

OVERVIEW

Whenever you read an article, listen to a speech, or in any way pay attention to the mountains of
information which come yotir way every day, you should ask "Who says so?" and "Why is he or she say-
ing so?" For instance, who should you believe more about U.S. military strength: a Russian government
official or the U.S. President? Why? The purpose of this unit is to help you to develop the technique of
questioning the source of information to determine whether or not it is reliable.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

1. Read the following statements. You will notice that in each case it appears as if an "authority"
. is endorsing "Hair-So-Soft" shampoo.

Mr. Harry Handsome, famous television star, says, "Hair-So-Soft is the nicest, creamiest
shampoo I have ever used. If you want soft, shiny hair, buy Hair-So-Soft today."

Dr. Alice Smith, of an independent laboratory, says, "I am a scientist and an expert on hair
shampoos. I thihk this product is by far the best on the market."

"My children love to use Hair-So-Soft," says Molly Anderson. "That's the only shampoo !
buy."

Mr. Daniel Clean, leading hair fashion expert, says, "Regular use of Hair-So-Soft is the most
gentle treatment for your hair."
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Now answer these questions.

A. Which of the authorities do you think is the most reliable?

B. Which authority would know most about "Hair-So-Soft"? Why?

Why would the other authorities' statements be less reliable?

Check your answers against the following comments about each of the authorities.

5 2
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Harry Handsome might be very pleased with the brand of shampoo he is recommending,
but that does not rr.,?an that it is the best shampoo for you or me to use. He is probably
being paid for endorsing the shampoo, and is really no authority on the reliability of this
product.

Dr. Alice Smith seems to be the best authority because she knows the ingredients used in
making the shampoo. She is in a position to know whether or not it might be harmful.
She probably is not receiving extra money for this advertisement because she is paid by an
independent laboratory.

Molly Anderson may know about her children's reaction to this particular shampoo, but
they may just like to wash their hair and could be content with anything their mother
would allow them to use. Molly Anderson is not enough of an authority to suggest that
this shampoo would be as good for everyone as it seems to be for her children.

At first glance, it might appear that Mr. Daniel Clean, leading hair fashion expert, might be
a reliabi a authority on which to judge this product. However, we don't really know enough
about him to take his word. In what way is he a leading hair expert? How do we know that
this shampoo is going to be, as he says, "the most gentle treatment" foF,everyone's hair?

2. Read the story below and answer the questions which follow it.

Last Friday afternoon, there was an explosion in one of the classrooms at a nearby high school.
Some of the students were conducting their own experiment by combining chemicals which
resulted in an explosion. Three or four of these students were injured, one critically. Daily
bulletins were issued from the hospital on the condition of the students. Statements made by
school administrators and students led to confusion about the cause of the accident. Among
the statements made were the following:

Statement I: "An experiment was being conducted in a chemistry laboratory. An accidental
combination of chemicals caused an explosion. It is indeed unfortunate that
this has occurred, but every precaution to insure the safety of the students was
taken. We shall do everything in our power to see that this sort of situation
does not happen again. We are at present helping the students who are hospital-
ized as best we can."

Statement II: "Some of the students in study hall decided to experiment with some chemicals
in the front of the room. It looked a little dangerous when someone suggested
that we pour rubbing alcohol into a beaker over a bunsen burner. At this point
some of the students left the room. Many of the students were attempting to
study, but were distracted by the noise of the experimenters. The teacher was
not in the room."
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Now answer these questions.

A. Who made Statement I?

B. Who made Statement I I?

C. What does the school administrator know about the accident?

D. What does the student know about the accident?

E. Why does each of them feel that he or che knows enough about the accident tomake a statement?

F. Why does each of them want you to think that he or she knows something
about the accident?

Check your answers against the following comments about the a...cident and the state-
n.ents made by the school administrator and the student.

5 4
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Look at Statement I again. This was obviously made by a school administrator because he or
she is concerned about the image of the school z.nd does not want the school to be blamed for
the accident. The administrator knows that the accident occurred in a classroom and that
someone should have been responsible for the behavior of the students. But at the moment,
he or she may not have all the information needed and is content to portray the accident in
the chemistry lab as the school would like to have the public think it happened. The adminis-
trator feels that he or she has the authority tc make such a statement. The odministrator's
motive is to prevent the school from being blamed or accused of negligenc.

Statement II was made by a member of the student body. The student says that he or she
might have been a member of the group in what ;s described as a "study hall" whem the fateful
experiment was taking place.

You can see how easy it is to be mis'ed by reading conflicting statements about situations.
Each statement reflects on the background of tue individual reporting the situation and what
he or she might have to gain or lose by his or her version. This is why it is so important to
know who made the statement.

3. Now practice the following exercises in examining and evaluating sources of information.
Remember that someone who is attempting to explain a situation as he or she sees it may use
a few of the methods with which you are now familiar.

A. Dr. Andrew Bloom, a well-known medical doctor, made the following statement about
American foreign policy.

"The United States is opening the door for a Communist takeover of other,
smaller countries in the world. This is because the U.S. refuses to help these
countries. It seems to me that the President would be smart enough to realize
this."

Using the skills you nave just learned, write down your evaluation of Dr. Bloom's state-
ment.
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B. There are many news reports about controversial incidents. The information given inthese reports often gives a clue as to who the source of the information is. Read the
following reports and then write down in the space below what kind of person or group
you think would make the reports.

Report I: "A U.S. government plane crashed yesterday off the coast of a country
bordering the Mediterranean Sea. There is no reason for undue alarm about
the crash. 1 here is no danger to the population in the area from the cargo
being transported."

Report II: "There were atomic weapons aboard the plane that crashed in the Mediter-
ranean Sea. The U.S. Navy is on the scene trying to locate the miing
weapons. Although there is no danger of an atcrnic explosion, there is a
danger in the radiation, filtering through the air."

What kind of person or group would make these reports? Why?

Check your answers on the next page.

5 6
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Answer to Question A:

You could question the stand taken by Dr. Bloom because, although he is entitled to his
own opinion, it is unlikely that he is qualified to make such a broad political statement.
There are a great many considerations that go into making foreign policy, most of which
a medical doctor is not in a position to know. You don't know in what context this
statement was made, either. Perhaps Dr. Bloom was being interviewed. You should
examine in what situation or frame of reference this statement was made.

Answer to Question B:

The first report was probably issued by the government for a number of reasons. One
might be to prevent public panic by not saying anything about atomic weapons. Another
reason could be that the government did not want to admit that the plane was carrying

weapons, in order not to cause any international concern.

The second report could have been issued by a member of the opposition political party
because he or she does not want the political party in power to "get away with anything,"
or possibly just to discredit the government. It also could have been a report issued by a
news reporter stationed in the country in which the crdsh took place. In any case, two
entirely different reports were made about the same'incident. The reports must be eval-
uated in terms of who made the reports..

SUMMARY

You have now progressed to a new stage in your development of clear thinking. You can under-
stand a point of view in an article more clearly if you know who has written it. Learn to ask pointed
questions about information that is given to you. These skills can be used to evaluate any kind of infor-
mation from television, radio, newspapers, magazines, books, class discussionsalmost any situation you
may encounter. Start now by using them!



WORKSHEETS

On the following pages are blank worksheets and a student
evaluation form which can be duplicated and used for
developing learning activity packages for your social service
occupaUons training program.
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Job:

Task:

Worksheet 1

TASK LISTING

Related Tasks:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Worksheet 2

TASK ANALYSIS

Job:

Task:

Learning
Conditions:

Outcome:

Skill:

Learning Activity:

Steps: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Supporting Knowledge Required:
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Worksheet 2 Continued

TASK ANALYSIS

Skill:

Learning Activity:

Steps: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Supporting Knowledge Required:
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Job:

Task:

Worksheet 3

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

Learning Activity:

Steps: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Supporting Knowledge Required:
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Worksheet 3 Continued

LEARNING ACfiVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

LAP Objective:

Overview:

Learning Experiences:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Worksheet 3 Continued

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE OUTLINE

Summary:
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Student Name:

Date:

Instructor:

STUDENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Key: L = Limited skill
M = Moderate skill
P = Proficiency

S = Satisfactory
U = Unsatisfactory

RATING CRITERIA

L M P Learning Activity:

S U Steps: 1.

S U 2.

S U 3

S U 4.

S U 5.
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SECTION 1.7
How to Select an Instructional Method

A better understanding of how people learn
and the evolution of modern teaching and learn-
ing aids have resulted in the development of a
variety of instructional methods. This section
discusses eight of the most commonly used
methods: lecture, conference, demonstration,
performance, programmed instruction, study as-
signment, tutoring, and a combination of any of
these.

Every instructional method has certain advan-
tages and disadvantages, so it is important that
the method selected is the one which will be
most effective and efficient. Choosing an in-
structional method must be based on a careful
analysis of the factors involved in the learning
situation: instructional objectives, course con-
tent, student population, instructor, facilities,
equipment, instructional materials, time, and
costs. This section describes these factors as
they relate to each of the eight instructional
methods.

SELECTING AN INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD

Except for the selection of training objectives,
the proper selection of instructional methods
will do more to promote instructional efficiency
and effectiveness than any other measure. Many
times this fact is overlooked in training and edu-
cation. All too often the selection of instruc-
tional methods is dictated by expediency rather
than choice. An instructional method or meth-
ods must be selectei through systematic means
if inefficiency in atti 'ning the course objectives
or worse, failure to achieve objectivesis to be
avoided.

There is no single best method of teaching which
applies to all learning situations or instructional
objectives. The instructor must choose the
method that is most compatible with the instruc-
tional objectives, the nature of the school organi-
zation, the facilities and equipment available, the

background and level of the students, and the
instructor's own abilities.

Instructional Objectives. The accomplished in-
structor ic; one who has developed skill in using a
great vanety of instructional methods. For each
course objective, the instructor can select from a
variety of methods, one or more of which will
lead to effective =irning. The instructor who
is limited in methods often tries to reach an ob-
jective by using inappropriate techniques. The
result is a lack of student interest and attention,
inefficient learning, or failure to achieve the in-
structionai goals.

Too many instructors use only one or two meth-
ods. Many instructors lecture most of the time.
Today, with the great variety of interesting and
effective ways .of helping students learn, the
instructor should develop a repertoire of ap-
proaches. Then, rather than use the same meth-
ods for all lessons, he or she can draw from this
repertoire the ones which are most appropriate
for a particular situation.

Codrse Content. The nature of the course con-
tent must be considered in selecting an instruc-
tional method. The difficulty of the content
and the kinds of skills and knowledge required
determine to a great extent the methods which
are most appropriate.

Student Population. The size of the student
group and their .educational level, prior training,
aptitudes, maturity, and reading and speaking
ability must be considered in selecting instruc-
tional* methods.

Instructor. The number, quality, and compe-
tencies of available instructors is an important
factor to consider in selecting instructional
methods.
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Facilities, Equipment, and Instructional Mate-
rials. Each instructional method requires the use



of specific types of facilities, equipment, and
materials. If the Proper facilities are not availa-
ble, an alternative method maV be required.

Time. The time available for a particular block
of instruction also governs the method selected.
If instructional time is extremely limited, an a:-
ternative to the most effective method may be
required.

Costs. The costs involved in using 3 particular
method cannot be separated.frOm ;:he other fac-
tors. Time, facilities, pertnnel, id equipment
all involve costs. These factors must be taken in-
to account when selecting instructional methods.

THE LECTURE METHOD

lecture is a semiformal presentation by the in-
structor of a series of events, facts, concepts, or
principles, an exploration of a problem, or an ex-
plcnation of relationships. Students participate
in a lecture mainly as listeners. A lecture is
basically a means of telling students information
they need to know. This does not mean, how-
ever, that all the talking done by the instructor
during a class period can be termed a lecture.
The term should be reserved to describe a more
structured presentation which is used tr:achieve
an instructional objective.

Uses. The purpose of a lecture is to inform. The
instructor has information which he or she
wishes to transmit to students by means of oral
communication. Some of the more appropriate
uses of the lecture are:

to orient students to course policies, rules,
procedures, purposes, and learning resources.

to introduce a subject, indicate its importance,
and present an overview of its scope.

to give directions on procedures for use in
subsequent learning activities.

to present basic material which will provide a

common background for subsequent activities.

to set the stage for demonstration, discussion,
or performance.

to illustrate the application of rules, princi-
ples, or concepts.

to review, clarify, emphasize, or summarize.

Advantages. A properly planned and skillfully
delivered lecture is an effective method when
used in appropriate situations. Some of the rea-
sons why the lecture is one of the most widely
used methods of instruction are that it:

saves time. The lecture method saves time be-
cause the instructor can present more material in
a given amount .of time than he or she can by
any other method.

permits flexibility of class size. The size of a
class is limited only by the size of the classroom
to be used or the efficiency of the public address
system.

requires less rigid space requirements. The
lecture can be used effectively in any type of
training area, indoors or outdoors. The only re-
quirement is that the trainees must be able to
hear the lecturer.

6 7
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permits adaptability. A skillful lecturer can
modify or adjust his or her materials' sequence,
vocabulary, and illustrations to meet the needs
of a specific group. This makes it possible to
present content which is appropriate for the edu-
cational level, training, and past experience of
the class.

permits versatility. The lecture can be used
for orientation, introduction, review, clarifica-
tion, and summary. It can be used at any point
in a course, and it can be combined easily and
effectively with any other method of instruction.

permits better control over content and se-
quence. Because the instructor determines what
is to be presented and the order of presentation,
the desired coverage and sequence Can be accom-
plished with little danger of engaging in time-
consuming detours.



Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of the
lecture method are that it:

involves one-way communication. The in-
structor prepares and presents the material. The
student sits, listens, and takes notes. Most iec-
tures, therefore, permit little or no interchange
of ideas between the instructor and the students.
All ideas presented to the class originate with the
instructor.

poses problems in skill teaching. The lecture
method is an inappropriate way to teach skills
such as equipment operation.

appeals mainly to one sense. Most learning
takes place through the visual sense. The lecture,
even if supplemented by training aids, appeals
mainly to the auditory sense. Unless the content
is interesting and challenging enough to hold the
attention of the class, the results are likely to fall
short of the instructional goal.

contributes to student passiveness. During a
lecture, students are passive. Their job is to lis-
ten. Attention is difficult to attract and retain.
Outside disturbances easily and frequently dis-
tract the students and make the lecture ineffec-
tive.

poses evaluation problems. If an instructor is
to teach rather than merely present information,
he or she must be aware of student reactions,
misconceptions, inattention, and difficulties, and
he or she must remedy them immediately. The
lecture method makes these perceptions diffi-
cult. Most students have acquired the ability to
appear attentive, although they may not even be
listening. The lecturer receives very little feed-
back, and much of what he or she does receive is
often misleading.

depends on the skill of the instructor. In a
lecture, student interest and attention must be
generated by the instructor. The instructor must
plan carefully, display sincerity and enthusiasm,
present material in a proper sequence, use appro-
priate vocabulary, employ effective speaking
techniques, he sensitive to the reaction of the
students, and modify the presentation on the
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basis of class response. Failure to do any of
these things will result in a loss of student atten-
tion and interest, and a failure to achieve the ob-
jectives of instruction. The ultimate success of a
lecture depends on the skill of the instructor.

THE CONFERENCE METHOD

The conference is a method in which group
discussion techniques are used to reach instruc-
tional objectives. These discussion techniques
include questions, answers, and comments from
the instructor in combination.with questions, an-
swers, and comments from the students, and are
directed toward learning goals. There are three
types of conferences: directed discussion, train-
ing conferences, and seminars Clear distinctions
do not exist between any of these forms; how-
ever, the objectives of the conference, and the
kind and amount of student participation, deter-
mine when a directed discussion becomes a train-
ing conference, and when a training conference
becomes a seminar.

The objective of a directed discussion is to help
students acquire a better understanding of and
develop an ability to apply known facts, princi-
ples, concepts, policies or procedures. The func-
tion of the instructor is to guide the student dis-
cussion in such a way that the facts, principles,
concepts, or prccedures are clearly articulated
and applied.

In a training conference, the objective is to
pool the knowledge and past experience of the
students to a-rive at improved or more clearly
stated principles, concepts, policies or proce-
dures. The topics discussed in a training confer-
ence are less rkely to have pat answers than
those used in a directed discussion. The task of
the instructor is to elicit contributions from the
group based on their past experiences which
have a toaaring on the topic at hand.

The purpnv.i of the seminlr is to find an answer
to a que.,,tion or a solution to a problem. The
instructor does not have an answer or a solution;
in fact, there is no known best or correct solu-
tion. Rather, the instructor is seeking an answer



and encourages the students to develop one.
The primary functions of the instructor are to
describe the problem as he or she understands it
and to encourage free and full participation in a
discussion aimed at: identifying the real prob-
lem, gathering and analyzing data, formulating
and testing hypotheses, determining and evalu-
ating alternative courses of action, arriving at
conclusions, or making recommendations to sup-
port or arrive at a solution or a decision.

Uses. The conference method is a valuable tool
in the instructor's kit. Some of the more impor-
tant applications of this method are:

to develop imaginative solutions to problems.

to stimulate interest and thinking, and to se-
cure student participation in situations which
would otherwise allow the class to remain
passive.

to emphasize the main teaching points.

to supplement lectures, readings or laboratory
exercises.

to determine hOw well students understand
concepts and principles, and to determine if
they are ready to proceed to new or more ad-
vanced material.

to prepare students for the application of a

theory or procedure to specific situations.

to summarize, clarify, or review.

to prepare students for subsequent instruc-
tion.

to determine student progress and the effec-
tiveness of prior instruction.

Advantages. Some of the advantages of the con-
ference method are that it:

increases student interest. The opportunity to
express one's own views and to hear the opinions
of others is stimulating. Interest is unusually
high in a well-planned and skillfully conducted
conference.
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increases student acceptance and commit-
ment. Because students actively participate in
developing the lesson, they tend to accept the
importance and validity of the content and are
more deeply committed to solutions or decisions
than they would be if the content were merely
presented to them.

utilizes student knowledge and experience.
The conference method enables the instructor to
make effective use of the students' backgrounds,
previously acquired knowledge, and experiences.
The entire class and the instructor benefit from
the experience and thinking of all students.

results in more permanent learning. Learning
takes place in direct ratio to.the amount of indi-
vidual participation in the learning process. The
conference demands a high degree of student
participation, thereby promoting better and
more permanent learning.

Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of
this method are that it:

requires highly skilled instructors. The con-
ference is more exacting of the resourcefulness,
initiative, and ability of the instructor. The
instructor must be able to guide the discussion
without appearing to do so. He or she must be
thoroughly informed on all aspects of the subject
under discussion. The instructor must also:
keep the discussion on the track, minimize de-
bate over unimportant details, relate comments
to topics previously discussed, avoid reopening
topics already discussed, encourage and get full
participation, prevent domination by a few stu-
dents, summarize each topic, and bring the dis-
cussion to a close.

requires preparation by students. Most con-
ferences require advance preparation in the form
of reading assignments, thinking, and study
before the meeting. The thoroughness of the
preparation determines the quality of the discus-
sion and the outcome of the conference. Little
or no instructor control can be insured over the
quality or thoroughness of student preparation.
This results in variation among students in their
readiness to participate in the conference.



limits content. Ihe content appropriate for
discussion is restr;cted. Manipulative operations,
functions, procedures, or introductory materials
do not ordinarily provide suitable content for a
conference.

consumes time. Relatively large blocks of
time must be allocated if a discussion is to be
profitable. For this reason, the conference is
often ruled out as an approach although it may
be well suited to the subject and the class.

restricts size of group. The conference meth-
od cannot be used effectively with groups larger
than 12 to 15 students, because the opportunity
for individual participation is too limited. More
reticent members are likely to be left out of the
discustion and denied valuable learning experi-
ences.

requires selective group composition. The
members of a conference group, in most cases,
must possess the proper background, maturity,
and motivation if the discussion is to be profit-
able. The desired degree of participation is diffi-
cult to obtain if the group is composed of one
subgroup which has ample experience in the area
to be discussed and another subgroup which has

extremely limited experience.

1HE DEMONSTRATION METHOD

A demonstration is a method of instruction
where the instructor, by actually performing an
operation or doing a job, shows the student what
to do and how to do it, and through .explana-
tions brings out why, where, and when it is

done. Usually the student is expected to be able
to repeat the job or operation after the demon-

stration. For this reason, the demonstration is
often used in conjunction with another meth-
od. The most common combinations are the
lecture-demonstration and the demonstration-
performance.

Uses. The basic purpose of a demonstration is
to show how something is done. It should be
employed wherever a,id whenever practicable.
Some of its more Lportant applications are:

to teach manipulative operations or proce-
dures, or how something is done.

to tef.;ch problem-solving and analytical skills.

to illustrate principles, or why something
works.

to. teach the operation or functioning cf
equipment, or how something works.

to teach teamwork, or how people work to-
gether to do something.

to set standards of perFormance.

to teach safety procedures.

Advantages. Some of the advantages of the dem-
onstration method are that it:

improves learning. Students learn faster and
more permanently with a demonstration. A
demonstration makes explanations concrete by
giving meaning to words. Relationships between
steps of a procedure and the accomplishment of
the objective are clarified in a demonstration.
Students not only see and hear during a demon-
stration, they are often given the opportunity to
touch the equipment. When well planned and
executed, a demonstration has a dramatic qual-
ity which arouses and sustains interest and atten-
tion.

minimizes damage and waste. Equipment is
often damaged when students attempt to oper-
ate it without proper guidance. Much of this
damage and waste can be prevented by the use
of demonstrations.

saves time. A properly planned demonstra-
tion takes much less student time than othlr
methods. It reduces oral explanation time and
at the same time prevents misunderstandings
about how a system or a piece of equipment
works.

can be presented to large groups. Class size is

limited only by the ability of the group to see
the object being demonstrated. The use of large-
scale mockups or models makes it possible to
teach many operations to large classes.
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Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of to teach manipulative operations or proce-this method are that it:

requires careful preparation and rehearsal. A
demonstration should set a standard of perfor-
mance for students. The procedure must be
technically correct and must be performed with
a skill greater than that expected of students.
The instructor must be sure that the equipment
is in working or;23r. Nothing fails as completely
as a demonstration that doesn't work.

t, requires special classroorn arrangements. The
demonstration room must be set up so that all
students can clearly see every phase of the dem-
onstration.

requires equipment and aids. The equipment,
of%en expensive, must be taken out of an opera:,
tional setting. Therefore, the removal of this
equipment must be offset by gains in training.
Sometimes, models or mockups must be pur-
chased or constructed. These represent a rather
costly investment of time, money, and other
resources.

THE PERFORMANCE METHOD

The performance method requires the student
to perform, under controlled conditions, the
operation, skill, or movement being taught. Per-
formance is learning by doing.

There are four basic types of performance.
Independent practice requires students to work

--individually at their own pace. In group perfor-
mance or controlled practice, students work
together step-by-step at the rate set by the
instructor. The coach and pupil method involves
pairing students. Members of each pair perform
alternately as instructor and student. In team
performance, a group of students perform an
operation or function as a team.

Uses. In general, the performance method has
the sarr1C applications as the demonstration
method and is used as follow-on instruction:
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dures.

to teach the 'operation or functioning of
equipment.

to teach team skills.

to teach safety procedures.

Advantages. The main advantages of the perfor-
mance method are that it:

builds confidence. Given the opportunity to
apply their knowledge in a realistic situation,
students develop confidence in their ability and
a positive attitude toward the learning situation.

increases learning. Active student participa-
tion is maximized. This fact, coupled with the
interest and attention generated by putting
theory into practice, increases both the amount
and the permanence of learning.

enables learning evaluation. With the perfor-
mance method the instructor has an opportunity
to observe the degree of learning attained by
each student, to identify students having diffi-
culty, and to determine if there have been weak
areas in the instruction.

reduces damage and waste. Because perfor-
mance is guided, students are less likely to make
mistakes which will damage equipment or waste
materials.

promotes safety. Guided performance makes
it possible to emphasize the proper method of
performance and helps prevent accidents.

Disadvantages. Some of the disadvanages of the
performance method are that it:

requires tools and equipment. If a practical
exercise is to be conducted, every student must
participate fully. Therefore, tools and properly
functioning equipment must be available in suf-
ficient quantity for the size of the class.



requires large blocks of time. A well-run
practical exercise is often time-consuming in its
requirements for setting up the room and equip-
ment, and in accomplishing the actual setting up
of the room and equipment for individual or
team performance of the complete operation.

requires more instructors. Unless the class is
very small, a number of qualified instructors are
required to keep a constant check on the prog-
ress of each student, to give assistance when
needed, and to evaluate the quality of the per-
formance.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION METHOD

Programmed instruction is a method of self-
instruction in which the student works through a
carefully sequenced and pretested series of steps
leading to the acquisition of knowledge or skills
representing the instructional objectives. The
student proceeds through the program at his or
her own rate, responds actively to each step in
the sequence, and receives 'immediate feedback
on the correctness of his or her response before
proceeding to the next step. Programs are usual-
ly designed to permit the student to master the
desired knowledge or skills.

Uses. The programmed instruction method can
be used:

to provide remedial instruction:-

to provide makeup instruction for late arrivals,
absentees, or transients.

to maintain previously learned skills which are
not performed frequently enough to insure an
acceptable level of proficiency.

to provide retraining on equipment and proce-
dures which have become obsolete or have
been replaced since the original training was
given.

to upgrade production, administrative, or
other types of skills and knowledges.

to accelerate capable students and thereby
enable them to complete a course in less than
the usual amount of time.

to provide a means of insuring enough com-
mon background among students to profit
from formal classroom work.

to provide the review and practice of knowl-
edge and skills needed to "set" the learning.

to provide a source of vertical enrichment
(advanced work) or horizontal enrithment
(broader contact) in a content area.

to control the variables in a learning situation
for experimental purposes.

Advantages. The advantages of programmed in-
struction are that it:

reduces the failure rate. The student failure
rate is reduced because programs are tes' _I and

validated before they are used. This pm .dure
insures that the program is effective in perform-
ing the instructional job. The self-pacing feature
of the material also helps, because students are
exposed to the material at a rate which is appro-
priate for each individual. The "forced" re-
sponse and immediate confirmation features
guarantee continuous attention to the material,
correct wrong responses, and prevent misinter-
pretation and the practice of errors.
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improves end-of-course proficiency. The pre-
testing, self-pacing, forced attention, and imme-
diate feedback features of programs result in
better, more. efficient, and more permanent
learning. Thus, end-of-course proficiency is

markedly increased.

saves time. The rigid control over content
made possible by the procedures used for devel-
oping, testing, and validating programs prevents
the introduction of unnecessary content and
thereby reduces the time required to learn the
critical material. The self-pacing feature, along
with forced attention, decreases the teaching
time required, and frequently results in an aver-
age time savings of 30 percent or more over con-
ventional instructional methods.



standardizes instruction. The instructional
content and sequence of a program are predeter-
mined. They are not subject to the whims, pref-
erences, experiences, or biases of the instructor.
The quality of instruction does not vary from
day to day nor from instructor to instructor.
There is almost complete control over the con-
tent, sequence, and form of student responses.
Hence, instruction becomes standardized and
can be repeated without change at any time for
any individual or group.

requires no special facilities. Programmed
materials can be used anywhere at any time. No
specially equipped rooms or facilities are neces-
sary.

provides for self-instruction. AlthoUgh under
ordinary conditions programs are not used as
substitutes for instructors, they can be so used.
Programs are validated under conditions where
they alone do the teaching. Therefore, they are
effective instructional materials even if no quali-
fied instructor is available.

accommodates student differences. Programs
can be designed to accommodate wide differ-
ences in aptitude, ability, speed of learning, prior
training, and experience. The needs of students,
whether for more or less exposure, detail, or
practice, can be met. The size of a class is also
unimportant. Programs can be used to achieve
group or individual progress.

improves efficiency and economy for group or
individual instruction. The self-pacing feature
and the handling of large or small groups make
for greater efficiency and economy. In addition,
programs free instructors from routine, repeti-
tive teaching tasks and enable them to spend a
larger part of their time on more difficult or
more demanding aspects of instruction.

Disadvantages. The disadvantages of the pro-
grammed instruction method are that it:

requires local or commercial preparation. Al-
though the number of available progams is
growing rapidly, those which may i)e used
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locally are limited. Most programs produced
by commercial publishers or other sources do
not match the instructional objectives of local
courses. For this reason, programs must be
developed- locally or contracted with commercial
yo,..jFemrning companies.

requires lengthy programmer training. Very
iew trained programmers are available locally.
The training program is relatively lengthy and
demanding. Only a small percentage of persons
exposed to programmer training will become
competent programmers.

increases expenses. Programs, whether devel-
oped locally or contracted, are extremely costly.
For local development there muSt be a large
investment in programmer training and an even
larger one in program writing, testing, and valida-
tion. Program development by contract is
expensive, and the time required by subject-
matter experts and technicians for consulting
with programmers and reviewing draft materials
is considerable.

requires considerable lead time. Programmed
materials cannot be selected or developed quick-
ly. Lead time is required to screen and select
appropriate programs from those available. If
programs .are developed by school staff or con-
tract programmers, the lead time for production,
testing, and validation is even greater. If the
course content is unstable or subject to frequent
and radical change, it is inappropriate for pro-
gramming.

demands competent instructors. Instructors
must be able to motivate students to complete
programs. They must be able to assist any stu-
dent at any point in the programmed sequence.
If instructors are to be able to provide the moti-
vation, guidance, and assistance required for the
optimum use of programmed materials, they
musi have: insight into the learning process; a
thorough understanding of the rationale, princi-
ples, construction, and use of programming; skill
in conducting tutorial-type instruction and indi-
vidual counseling; and a mastery of the subject
matter of the programs used.



requires mature students. The use of pro-
grams requires a student group which is mature
enough and sufficiently well motivated to work
independently. Also, they must be able to read
at the level required for full understanding of the
program.

poses administrative problems. The use ot
programmed materials creates unique administra-
tive problems. Foremost among these are the
scheduling and assignment problems caused by
the self-pacing feature of programs. This feature
results in different phase and course completion
times with consequent difficulties in scheduling
following instruction and assigning graduates to
field units.

THE STUDY ASSIGNMENT METHOD

The study assignment is a method in which the
instructor assigns readings in books, periodicals,
manuals, or handouts; requires the completion
of a project or research paper; or assigns prob-
lems and exercises for the practice of a skill.
This method involves imposing a task, providing
for student motivation, and giving general direc-
tions for carrying out the assignment. Implicit
in this method are the problems of setting up
worthwhile learning activities and anticipating
student difficulties and means of overcoming
them. If these steps are not well handled, the
objectives of the assignment are not likely to be
achieved.

The study assignment has two basic forms. In an
independent study the student carries out the
assignment without instructor assistance or di-
rect guidance. In a supervised study the student
carries out the assignment with an instructor
available for guidance and assistance.

Uses. The study assignment method can be
used:

to orient students to a topic prior to class-
room or laboratory work.

to set the stage for a lecture, demonstration,
or discussion.

to provide for or capitalize on individual dif-
ferences in ability, background, or experience
through differentiated assignments.

to provide for the review of material covered
in class or to give the practice essential for the
development of skills and problem-solving
ability.
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to provide enrichment material.

Advantages. Some of the advantages of the
study assignment method are that it:

increases coverage of materiaL A far greater
amount of material, and detailed treatment of it,
can be covered in a shorter period of time by
study assignments than by any other means.

reduces classroom time. Used properly, study
assignments can serve as a substitute for lectures;
study assignments can make lectures, demon-
strations, and conferences more meaningful and
more productive.

improves learning. Practice is essential to the
development of skills. Study assignments pro-
vide a means of giving enough practice to insure
mastery of the skill.

permits individualized attention. Study as-
signments can be designed to make use of the
experience, special skills, or interests of students,
or to remedy individual deficiencies in skill or
k nowledge.

reduces instructor interpretation. Students
may be referred to the original source instead of
being exposed only to the instructor's interpre-
tation. This insures that the content will be
presented as intended by the originator of the
material.

Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of
this method are that it:

requires careful planning and follow-up. If
students are not well motivated, they are not
likely to do a thorough job with assignments,
especially those which they must do on their



own. The instructor must plan and assign work
in such a way that the objectives and instruc
tions are clear and the motivation is present.
The instructor also must follow up to insure that
the assignment has been carried out.

poses evaluation problems. The effectiveness
of study assignments is difficult for an instructor
to evaluate. It is also difficult for him or her to
determine what went wrong with a study assign-
ment when the results are not as good as antici-
pated.

results in the practice of errors. In skill devel-
opment it is critical that the skill be practiced in
the prescribed mode. -Particularly with indepen-
dent practice, there is a danger that the student
will practice an incorrect procedure or error.
When this occurs, a large expenditure of time is
required to "unlearn" the skill and "relearn" it
correctly.

produces nonstandard results. The variations
in reading abilily and differences in motivation
in any group prod.uce varying degrees of learning
when study assignments are used. Where stan-
dardization of learning is essential, study assign-
ments may be inappropriate.

THE TUTORING METHOD

Tutoring is a method of instruction in which
an instructor works directly with an individual
student. The method may involve exposition,
demonstration, questioning, coaching, or guided
practice.

Uses. Tutoring can be used:

to teach highly complex skills and operavons,
or operations which involve potential danger
to students or hazards to expensive equip-
ment.

to provide individualized remedial assistance.

Advantages. Some of the advantages of tutoring
are that it:
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permits adaptive instruction. Tutoring pro-
vides the optimum in individualized instruction.
The needs of the individual student can be diag-
nosed and instruction can be tailored to meet his
or her unique needs.

stimulates active participation. In a tutorial
setting, the highest possible degree of student
participation can be achieved. Direct involve-
ment in the learning, by answering and asking
questions, by performing under supervision, is
guaranteed.

promotes effective learning. The ability of
the tutor to adapt instruction to the needs of
the individual, together with Lhe high degree of
interaction and participation of the student,
make this method extremely effective in achiev-
ing instructional objectives.

promotes safety. The one-to-one instructor-
student ratio provides close control over j. 2rfor-
mance of hazardous operations, resulting in the
prevention of injury to the operator or damage
to the equipment.

Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of
this method are that it:

requires highly competent instructors. Tutor-
ing is most 7Iemanding types of
instructic t conOuct. It requires complete
mastery .1.1.;: the ¶:nntent and skill in diagnosing
and rcrl:e:riyi,Ig i:),,rning difficulties.

demands titn i. and money. Tutoring is prob-
ably t'im most q:;,)ensive method of teaching.
Altho,ych student is receiving instruc-
tion, ;vv:truf.;..:.r. preparation and presentation
time al fNeritially the same as they would be
for a wik.:le class of students.

THE COMBINATION METHOID

This is a method of instruction which uses two
or more basic instructio id: methods in combina-
tion. For example, one lesson might include a

study assignment, a lecture in which safety pre-
cautions in handling a pia e of equipment are



emphasized, a demonstration by the instructor,
and, finally, performance by the students.

Uses. Combination lessons can be used to meet
almost any type of instructional objective in
any training situation. However, they are most
appropriate where skill development is involved.

Advantages. The advantages of using a combina-
tion of methods are that they:

increase interest. The variety of methods used
in a combination 'lesson make for a more inter-
esting and engaging instructional period.

promote flexibility. The use of several meth-
ods frees the instructor from the restricting or
limiting aspects of any single method. He or she
can easily adjust the lesson to the needs of the
class and the requirements of the situation.
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improve learning. The combination lesson
maximizes the advantages of any single method.
It allows the irvitalctor to use approaches which
complement each other. This fact, plus the ad-
vantage of hIer student interest, results in
improved learvjog.

Disadvantages. The disadvantages of using a
combindrior of methods are that they:

requir nighly skilled instructors. Instructors
must b 1ble to use all methods of instruction
with a degree of skill.

rcquire smaller groups. The use of methods
in cort..nation requires closer control by the
insti-uctk.r and better supervision of student
activizies. To obtain the dlsired control, classes
must kept small.



SECTION 1.8
Teaching-Learning Resources for the Instructor

Section 1.8 provides the instructor with a variety of instructional resources and references for use insocial service curriculum development efforts. Listed here are audio-visual resources, texts and referencematerials, sources of career opportolitie:, ;1n.leducational development information, and sources of addi-tional information and assistance.

AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES

Social Service Agencies and Programs

Diary of a Harlem Family (movie, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,Indiana 47-401, 1970.

Social Worker (film, color, 17 minutes, purchase), Universal Education & Visual Arts, 100 UniversalCity Plaza, Universal City, California 91608, 1967.

The Welfare Revolt (movie, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,Indiana 47401, 1970.

What's the Answer to Slums (film, color, 15 minutes, rental), Institutional Cinema Service Inc.,915 Broadway, New York, New York 10010, 1969.

Why People Behave As They Do

Brain and Behavior (movie, 16mm reel, purchase), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,Indiana 47401, 1970.

Seeds of Hate: An Examination of Prejudice (filmstrip, sound, purchase), Warren Schloat Produc-tions, 1972.

How Groups Behave

Anatomy of a Group (movie, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,Indiana 47401, 1970.

Citizenship Processes (audio tape reel, purchase), H. Wilson Corporation, 555 West Taft Drive,South Holland, Illinois 60473, 1969.

Diagnosing Group Operation (movie, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center,
Bloomington, Indiana 47401, 1970.

'I.
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Helping the Child Accept the Do's (movie, 16mm reel, loan), Connecticut State Department of
Health, Hartford, Connecticut 06106, 1969.

Leaders and Leadership (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals, Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big
Spring, Texas 79720, 1969.

Not Left to Change (movie, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401, 1970.

Think of Others First (filmstrip, purchase), Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 757 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10017, 1969.

What Will Patty Do? (Group Pressure) (movie, 8mm loop, purchase), CENCO Educational Aids,
1969.

What You Expect of Members of Your Peer Group (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals,
Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big Spring, Texas 79720, 1969.

Working with Community Organizations and Groups

How to Live in a City (film, 16mm reel, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,
--Indiana 47401, 1970.

The Changing City (film, 16mm reel, purchase), Churchill Fil; is, 662 North Robertson Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90069.

Individual A.! sistance Skills

Handling Complaints and Grievances (phonodisc, purchase), American Management Association,
135 West 50th Street, New York, New York 10020, 1966.

How to Conduct the Appraisal Interview (programmed instruction book), Metromedia Analearn,
56-05 47th Street, Maspeth, New York 11378, 1969.

Interview, Social Worker (audio tape, purchase), Imperial International Learning, P.O. Box 548,
Route 54 South, Kankakee, I anois 60901, 1969.

Low View from a Dark Shadow (movie, 16mm, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Blooming-
ton, Indiana 47401, 1970.

Influences on People

Anthropomorphic Criminal (movie, 16mm, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401, 1970.

Crisis in the Classroom (movie, 16mm), Doubleday Multimedia, 1371 Reynolds Avenue, P.O. Box
11607, Santa Ana, California 92705, 1968.
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The Structure of a Motive (audio tape, purchase), McGraw-Hill Book Compan ^Graw-Hill Films,1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020.

Unconscious Motivation (movie, 16mm), Associated Film Service, 3607 West Boulevard,Suite M, Burbank, California 91505.

Cross-Cultural Skills

A Desk for Billie (movie, 16mm, purchase), National Education Association, 1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, 1970.

American Subculture (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals, Germ) Plaza, Box 1911, BigSpring, Texas 79720.

Cultural Differences (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals, Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big Spring,Texas 79720.

Culture and Crime (movie, 16mm, rental), Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington, Indiana47401, 1970.

Culture U.S. Citizen (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals, Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big Spring,Texas 79720.

Exploring the Myths of Prejudice (filmstrip, sound, purchase), Ethel J. AlpTfels, Warren SchloatProductions, 1972.

Human Play and Its Cultural Expression (audio tape, reel, purchase), McGraw-Hill Book Company
McGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020.

Law Enforcement Officials Represent Our Culture (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals,
Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big Spring, Texas 79720.

Time for Ideas: What Determines Taste? (phonodisc, purchase), Academic Recording Institute,1969.

Understanding PeoPle with Different Backgrounds (transparency, purchase), Creative Visuals,
Gamco Plaza, Box 1911, Big Spring, Texas 79720, 1969.

Family Life

A Key of His Own (movie, 16mm, 91/2 minutes, sound, color), BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michi-
gan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1969.

First Cigarette (movie, 16mm, 91/2 minutes, sound, color), BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan
Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1970.

Have I Told You Lately That I Love You? (movie, 16mm, 16 minutes, sound, black and white),
University of Southern California, Department of Cinema, University Park,-Los Angeles, California90007, 1961.
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Kids, Parents, Pressures: Guidance for the 70's Series (movie, 16mm, 16% minutes, sound, color),
BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1971.

Meeting Strangers: Red Light, Green Light (movie, 16mm, 20 minutes, sound, color), BFA Educa-
tional Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Sante. Monica, California 90404, 1969.

Old AgeThe Wasted Years: Parts I and II (movie, 16mm, 60 minutes, sound, black and white),
Indiana University A-V Center, Bloomington, Indiana 47401, 1966.

The Neglected (movie, 16mm, 35 minutes, sound, black and white), International Film Bureau,
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60404, 1965.

Who Cares About Jamie? (movie, 16mm, 16 minutes, sound, black and white), Smart Family Foun-
datiOn, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601, 1963.

Sociology

Aristotle's Ethics, Book I: Theory of Happiness (movie, 16mm, 29 minutes, sound, color), Encyclo-
pedia Britannica Films, 425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611, 1962.

Kids, Parents, Pressures: Guidance for the 70's Series (movie, 16mm, 16% minutes, sound, color),
BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1971.

The People Next Door (movie, 16mm, 79 minutes, sound, black and white), BFA Educational
Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1969.

Biology of Humans

Biology in Space Science (movie, 16mm, 131/2 minutes, sound, color and black and white), Coronet
Instructional Films, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601, 1966.

Biology in Today's VVorld (movie, 16mm, 11 minutes, sound, color and black and white), Coronet
Instructional Films, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601, 1962.

Darwin's Finches: Clues to the Origin of the Species (movie, 16mm, 101/2 minutes, sound, color and
black and white), B FA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404,
1961.

Voyage to the Enchanted Isles (movie, 16mm, 54 minutes,sound, color), BFA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1969.

Composition and Communication

Literary Style (reel 107573801, 25 minutes), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films,
1221 Avenue of trie Americas, New York, New York 10020, 1963.



Strange Case of the English Language (movie, 16mm, 48 minutes, sound, color and black and
white), LFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1968.

Ten Commandments of Meaniuful Communications (reel 1075513-21, cassettes 1081418-X1, 23
minutes), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York 10020, 1968.

Writers on Writing (movie, 16mm, 28 minutes, sound, color), BFA Educational Media, 2211 Mich-
igan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1965.

Psychology

Psychological Differences Between the Sexes: Marriage and Family Living_Series (movie, 1 3mm,
sound, color), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10020, 1965.

Economics

History of industrial Psychology (reel 1075749-61, cassette 1081042-71, 18 minutes), McGraw-Hill
Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020,
1953.

Human Relations in Industry and Business: Tips for Supervisors (reel 1075966-91, cassette
(081326-41, 23 minutes), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue' of
the Americas, New York, New York 10020, 1964.

psychology of Employee-Management Relations (reel [075945-61, cassette (081305-11,.20 minutes),
McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New
York 10020, 1954.

The Concept of Organizational Climate (reel 1075653-8], cassette 181750-21, 20 minutes), McGraw-
Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York
10020, 1969.

Humanities

Art of the Motion Picture (movie, 16mm, 20 minutes, sound, color), BFA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1970.

Discoveringyusic S-:ries (all 16mm movies, sound, color): American Folk Music (21% minutes,
1969); Jazz (211/2 rr inutes, 1969); The Music of Africa (22 minutes, 1967); The Music of India (22
minutes, 1969); The Music of Japan (22 m;nutes, 1967); The Music of Latin America (20 minutes,
1969); The Music of the Middle-Ages (20 minutes, 1968); The Music of the Middle East (21 min-
utes, 1968); BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404.

The Humanities Films: Their Aims and Uses (movie, 16mm, 29 minutes, sound, color), Encyclo-
pedia Britannica Films, 425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611, 1967.
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Social Recreation

Folk Dance Today (movie, 16mm, 16 minutes, sound, color), BFA :.1(..!Jcational Media, 2211 Michi-
gan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404.

Juvenile Delinquency

Alcohol and You (movie, 16mm, 28 minutes, sound, colot), BFA Educational Media, 2L11 Michigan
Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1967.

Defining and Assessing the Psychopath: A British View (reel (075539-61, cassette 1081226-81, 37
minutes), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 122 i Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York 10020, 1968.

Disturbed Children: Reflections of the American Scene (reel 1075608-21, cassette (081323-Xl, 29
minutes), McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New-York 10020, 1968.

Drugs: The First Decision, B FA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, Califor-
nia 90404, for future release.

LSD: Insight or Insanity? (movie, 16mrn; 28 minutes, sound, color), B FA Educational Media, 2211
Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1968.

Marijuana (movie, 16mm, 34 minutes, sound, Color), B FA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Ave-
nue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1968.

Mental Illness, Delinquency and Creativity (reel 1075455-01, cassette 1081377-91, 20 minutes),
McGraw-Hill Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New
York 10020, 1968.

Speedscene: The Problem of Amphetarine Abuse (movie, 16mm, 17 minutes, sound, color), BFA
Educational Media, 2211 Mich1ga Avunue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1969.

Up Pill, Down Pill (movie, 16mm, 231/2 minutes, sound, color.), BFA Educational Media, 2211 Mich-
igan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1970.

You, Youth and Delinquency (reel 1075904-91, cassette 1081163-61, 36 minutes), McGraw-Hill
Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020,
1964.

Poverty

Black and White Uptight (movie, 16mm, 35 minutes, sound, color), B FA Educat1onal Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, Sant. Monica, Cahfornia 90404, 1969.
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Minority Youth (all 16mm movies, sound): AdamShoshone Indian (10 minutes, color); Akira
Japanese (14 minutes, color); AugieMexican-American (10 minutes, color); FeliciaBlack (11 min-
utes, black and white); BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California
90404, 1971.

Operation Head Start (movie; 16mm, 16 minutes, sound, black and white), BFA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1966.

Portrait of a Disadvantaged Child (movie, 16mm, 16 minutes, sound, black and white), McGraw-Hill
Book CompanyMcGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the Americag New York, New York 10020,
1965.

Volunteers for Head Start (movie, 16mm, 7 minutes, sound, color), U.S. National Audio-Visual Can-.
ter, National Archives and Records Service, Washington, D.C. 20409, 1966.

War on Poverty ... A Beginning (movie, 16mm, 26 minutes, sound, black and white), Encyclop-
Britannica Films, 425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611, 1967.

Personal and Social Development

Behavior Theory in Practice: Part I (movie, 16mm, 20 minutes, sound, color), Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Film Library, 267 West 25th Street, New York, New York 10001, 1965.

Behavioral Research: Film No. 6, Understanding Human Behavior Series (movie, 16mm, 29 min-
utes, sound, black and white), University of Minnesota Audio-Visual Education Service, Room 55,
Wesbrook Hall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, 1959.

Marijuana: The Great Escape (movie, 16mm, 201/2 minutes, sound, color), B FA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1970.

Occupation: Ft.udent (movie, 16mm, 18 minutes, sound, color), B FA Educational Media, 2211
Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1970.

Someday I'll Happy Be (movie, 16mm, 28 minutes, sound, black and white), Bellefaire Public Rela-
tions Department, 22110 Fairmount Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44118 1967.

The Action-Self and the Idealized-Self: Film No. 9, Understanding Human Behavior Series (movie,
16mm, 30 minutes, sound, black and white), University of Minnesota Audio-Visual Education Ser-
vice, Room 55, Wesbrook Hall, Minneapolis, Minnesota-55455, 1959.

The National Smoking Test (movie, 16mm, 51 minutes, sound, black and white), BFA Educational
Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90404, 1968.
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TEXTS AND REFERENCE MATERIALS

Field Instruction

Dolgoff, R., & Feldstein, D. Developing undergraduate field insLruction. (Reprinted from Social
Work, December-January, 1972.) New York: Council on Social Work Education, 1972.

...-
Fabua, D. Communications: The transfer of meaning. Teacher's manual (Rev. ed.). Beqerly Hills,
Calif.: Glencoe Press.

Garrett, A. Interviewing: Its principles and methods (2nd ed.). New York: Family Service Asso-
ciation of America, 1972.

Loewenberg, F., & Dolgoff, R. Teaching of practice skills in undergraduate programs in social wel-
fare and other helping services. New York: Council on Social Work Education, 1971.

Matson, M. B. Field experience in undergraduate programs in social welfare. New York: Council
on Social Work Education, 1967.

Schubert, M. Interviewing in social practice: An introduction. New York: Council on Social Work
Education, 1972.

Simon, Design of learning experiences in field instruction. Social Service Review, 1966, 40,
397-409.

Wenzel, K. (Ed.). Curriculum guides for undergraduate field instruction programs. New York:
Council on Social Work Education, 1972.

Wenzel, K. (Ed.). Undergraduate field instruction programs: Current issues and predictions. New
York: Council on Social Work Education, 1972.

Teaching Methods

Dea, K. L. The instructional module: Its uses for beginning teachers in undergraduate programs in
social welfare. New. York: Council on Social Work Education, 1971.

Dea, K. L. New ways of teaching social work practice. New York: Council on Social Work Educa-
tion, 1972.

Rothmann, J., & Jones, W. A new look at field instruction: A manual of teaching helps. New
York: Association Press, 1971.

Student Workbooks and References

Rosenberg, J. Breakfasttwo jars of paste: A training manual for paraprofessionals in the human
,

services (2nd ed.). Cleveland: Case Western Reserve Press, 1971.

The helping process. Minneapolis: Minnesota Resource Center for Social Work Education, 1972.
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Becoming a Professional

Barker, R. L., Briggs, T. L., & Daly, D. B. Educet'ng the undergraduate for professional social work
roles (Manpower Monograph 3). Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University School of Social Work, n.d.

Using Groups to Help People

Carkhuff, R. R. Helping and human relations: A primer for lay and professional helpers (Vol. 1,Selection and training). New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969.

Carkhuff, R. R. Helping and human relations: A primer for lay and professional helpers (Vol. 2,Practice and research). New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969.

Combs, A. W., Avila, D. L., & Purkey, W. W. The helping relationship sourcebook. Boston: Allyn& Bacon, 1971.

SOURCES OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AND
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION

Career Center for Social Services, 225 Park Avenue &frith, New York, New York 10003.

Center for Human Services Research (Dr. John True, Room 212; Harriet Lane, Obs. 2), Johns Hopkins
Hospital, 601 North Broadway, Baltimore, Maryland 21205.

Community Development Training Division, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (A. L.Nellum and Associates), 1025 Cdnnecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.20201.

Community Services Administration, Social and Rehabilitation Service, U.S. Department of Health, Edu-cation and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 20201.

Minnesota Resource Center for Social Work Education, 731 21st Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota55404.

National Technical lr fry, mation Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Rool Road, Spring-field, Virginia 22151.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE

Council on Social Work Education, 345 East 46th Street, New York, New York 10017. (Associate mem-bership in the Council on Social Work Education is available to associate degree granting institutions.
Such membership entitles the college to receive publications, attend meetings and receive other servicesof CSWE.)
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National Association of Human Services Technologies, 1127 11th Street, Sacramento, California 95814.

National Association of Social WorkersNational Commission for Social Work Careers, 600 Southern
Building, 15th and H Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

National Conference on Social Welfare, 22 West Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215.
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SECTION t 9
Selected Teaching-Learning Activities

This section provides the instructor with lists of
possible activities for use in a social service occu-
pations training program. Activities are divided
into two groups: Teacher Management Activi-
ties and Student Learning Activities. These ac-

tivities, and similar ones which can be developed
at the local level, can be used as one part of
learning activity packages. Section 1.6 describes
a step-by-step method for developing a learning
activity package.

TEACHER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

Arrange for small group discussions of key
points; for example, physical and social needs,
goals, and motives.

Divide the class into small groups and conduct
role-playing situations, such as: a client telking
to a social service aide about his eligibility for
financial assistance. Show how cultural differ-
ences influence psychological or social motives.

, Invite experts in the fields of human behavior to
talk to your class. Have them discuss topics such
as the biological and psychological motives for
behavior.

Have the students write short essays on physical
and/or psychological motives and how they di-
rect behavior.

Encourage individual study in the area of moti-
vation and needs.

Show films on motivation, such as "Unconscious
Motivation" and "Crisis in the Classroom."
Have students talk about movies they have seen
illustrating how needs influence behaviw.

Assign a unit paper to discuss reasoriS*hy un-
derstanding motivational factors can make one a
better social service employee.

Show the film "Low View from a Dark Shadow"
and discuss with the class how the attitudes that
social service aides have toward clients affect the
aide-client relationship.
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Have the class develop a list of the important
factors to consider when communicating with.a
client on his or her first call to a social service
agency.

Set up a role-playing assignment with social ser-
vice aides interviewing clients in need of finan-
cial and/or emotional help. Each student should
be allowed to role-play as a client and as an aide.

Arrange to have the class debate such statements
as: Social service aides should solve the clients'
problems for them and not let the clients choose
their own solutions.

Assign an essay on the following question:
When asking clients questions, what effect do
you feel jargon and prying have upon the'client-
aide relationship?

Have the students identify the types of problems
people handle in social service agencies.

Divide the class into small groups, and have them
discuss the short- and long-range goals of various
social service agencies in your community.

Establish teams to debate such statements as:
The primary goal of a social service agency is to
make every person fully independent.

Arrange to have a person or persons available at
a local social service agency to talk to students
about agency operations.



Show films on social services,.. such as "Social
Worker," "What's the Answer to Slums," or
"The Welfare Revolt." Encourage class discus-
sion afterwards.

Assign an essay on the relationships between the
needs of clients and the services rendered by em-
ployees in social service agencies.

Have the students identify the social characteris-
tics of the clients served by a local social service
agency.

Provide examples of membership groups and ref-
erence groups, and discuss the differences and
similarities between them.

Encourage discussion on such points as group
pressures and values.

Show films on group processes, such as "What
Will Patty Do? (Group Pressure)," "Anatomy of
a Group," and "Diagnosing Group Operation."

Assign written exercises on the role of status and
its effect on group communication.

Arrange role-playing exercises on such leadership
styles as autho, itarian, democratic, and laissez-
faire.

Encourage small group discussions o.) the type
of group atmosphere a particular leadership style
evokes.

Discuss with the class the concept that leader-
ship style affects group ccomilunications.

Divide the class into smar groups and 1,ave each
group come up with its own list of tne three
most important characteristics of effective lead-
ers.

While listening to role-playing exercises of differ-
ent leadership styles, use a rating sheet to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of each leader. Encourage

the students to use rating sheets also.

Discuss with the class the various types of work
performed by social service aides in public ser-
vice agencies.

Discuss the problem-solving steps an aide might
use to help a community group solve a problem.

Have the class prepare a notebook containing
specific techniques or strategies that could be
used to recruit clients for a social service agency,

Show films on urban communities, such as "The
Changing City- or "How to Live in a City," and
discuss social ser.: r aide effectiveness after-
wards.

Organize the class 'into s. i. 3roups for discus-
sion purposes of such to. ; Attitudes of
Aides, Community-Aide h. .it or Com-

-.t..nity Meeting Proce.;ra.

Hata !he students ro?aplay as a community
r;rot,p. Assign different students to act as the

service aide setting up the oroup meeting.

Have the students distinguish between race .and
culture.

Encourage discussion of questions soch as: What
is racial purity? Does culture; enrichment in-
crease l.Q.?

Allow students to conduct attitude surveys to
explore the relationships between socioeconomic
status and prejudicial attitudes towards certain
cultures.

Cr

Give presentations using transparencies on cul-
tural factors, such as: Cultural Differences, Cul-
ture, U.S. Citizen, American Subculture, and
Law Enforcenk.it Officials Represent our Cul-
ture.

Encourage the students to discuss th, .:oncept
that culture is an eovironment produced by h.;-
mans.



Show, ano encourage discussion after, films and
ohonodiscs. c.n cross-cultural differences; for ex-
ample, "CultLie and Crime," "Time for Ideas,"
"What Determines Taste?," and "The Develop-
ment of Culture."

As a writing exercise, have the students create a
nekv culture of their own, making up customs
and folkways.

Bring in social service workers who work wim
different cultural groups and have them discuss
the unique behavior patterns of these different
cultural groups.

Encourage students to discuss the questions and
points presented above; for example, the rela-
tionship of feelings to behavior.

STUDENT LEARNIN

List four examples of people's feelings about
asking for or receiving help from a social service
employee.

Write a brief overview of the complexities of
human behavior. Include some personal experi-
ence.

In a small-group discussion period, describe a
personal value belief; include how you feel it af-
fects your behavior.

'As a member of a small group, choose a way of
looking at human behavior; for example, people
are good, evil, neutral, or a combination of the
three. Debate your viewpoint with different
groups.

Listen to experts in human behavior (such as
counselors and psychologists) and be prepared to
discuss the main concepts of their fields.

Discuss the natures and causes of prejudice and
try to come up with solutions.

Identify several demands on employees who
work in social service agencies which might not
be made on employees in other fields.
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Have the class, in srm:. 6roups, debate various
ways of looking at hun a.) behavior (e.g., people
are good, evil, neutral, a combination of-the
three).

Plan writing activities to show how understand-
ing human behavior can help trainees work in
social service more effectively.

Bring social service workers into class to discuss
the relationship between behavior and getting
along, on and off the job.

If possible, arrange for some students to gain
work experience in social service. Obtain feed-
back from the trainees' supervisors, and from the
trainees, on how well they are using their knowl-
edge of behavior at work.

G ACTIVITIES,::.

Write a .thort essay descnbing why understanding
of human behavior will.help to make a person a
better public servant, both on and off the job.

Through some form of part-time work experi-
eiine in cit service, use the knowledge and
attitudes on br)havior developed in class to un-
derstand people effectively as judged by your
supervisor,

oiscuss in small groups the meaning of such
terms as: physical and social needs. goals, and
motives.

Through, individual study, explore articles on
rnorvatior, and needs.

View .filrns sucf: as "Unconscious Motivation"
and Classroom." Show
tives influenced the behavior pattern., of in-
dividuals portrayed.

Depict a typical situatini; by role-playing; i.rr
example, a client talking to a social service a:de
and applying for iinancial assistan. Illustrate
how cultural differences can influence psycho-
logically or socially learned moves.



Prepare a paper on the reasons why a person is a
better social service employee if he or she under-
stands motivational factors.

Arrange for a meeting with a psychologist or
guidance counselc,r and ask him or her questions
about the differences between physical and psy-
chological motives.

Write a short summer,/ of physical motives, ex-
plaining the human balancing mechanisms.

Write a short summary of psychological or social
,notives and explain the human balancing mech-
anisms.

Discuss in small groups those motives you con-
sider inherited and those you consider learned.

Have class discussions, led by social service work-
ers, about the reasons why it is important to
understand motivational factors on the job.

View the film "Low View from a Dark Shadow"
and discuss what attitudes you feel social service
workers should have about ..heir jobs.

Develop a list of the important factors to keep in
mind when communicating with a client on his
or her first contact with a social service agency.

Role-play as a social service aide interviewing a
client who is asking for financial help. Each stu-
dent should have an opportunity to be both the
aide and 'the client.

Debate the statement: Social service aides

should solve clients' problems for them and not
let clients choose their own solutions.

Write a short essay on this question: When ask-
ing clients questions, what effect do you feel
jargon and prying have upon the client-aide
rel ati onsh ip?

Role-play the following individual assistance

skills in a simulated social service agency: intake,
Screening, referral, information giving, and home
visiting.
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In small groups, discuss how you would tactfully
tell a client that he or she is not eligible for the
services of your particular agency.

Visit a local social service agency and interview a
worker concerning the individual assistance skills
he or she uses with clients.

List at least eight different kinds of groups.

Identify distinguishing characteristics of mem-
bership groups and reference groups.

In small groups, discuss how group pressures and
values might inhibit or facilitate communication.

Write an essay on the role of status in relation to
the amount of communication an individual
might receive in a group.

View and discuss films on group processes, such
as "What Will Patty Do? (Group Pressure),"
'Anatomy of a Group," and "Diagnosing Group
Operation."

Role-play the various types of leadership styles
by simulating an authoritarian, democratic, and
laissez-faire group leader.

Discuss how a particular leadership style might
affect group communications.

Develop a list of the three most important char-
acteristics of a group leader.

Debate the following statement: Leaders cannot
both inspire and direct at the same time.

List examples of nonmaterial and material com-
ponents of your own culture.

View and discuss films or phonodiscs on culture,
such as "Culture and Crime," "Time for Ideas,"
"What Determines Taste?," and "The Develop-
ment of Culture."

Create a new culture. Make up your own rules,
style of dress, etc.



Debate the following statement: Human behav-
ior is not affected by culture.

Compile a list of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of believing that your culture is the best.

Write up a community description of a particular
culture within your own community.

Develop critical incidents from the area of social
service and discuss the possible reactions to these
situations.

Role-play as a social service worker or minority
cultural member using a critical incident situa-
tion.

Determine the short- and long-range goals of a
local social service agency in your community.

Debate the following statement: The primary
goal of a social service agency is to make every
person fully independent.

Go to a social service agency in your community
and obtain answers to these questions: Was the
agency established by federal, state, or local law?
If not by any of the above, how was it estab-
lished? What are the sources of funds for this
agency? Public, private, or a combination of
both? How are clients selected? How do the
sources, availability of funds, and legislation, if
any, affect the services of this agency?

View and discuss films on social service agencies,
such as "Social Work," "What's the Answer to
Slums," or "The Welfare Revolt."

Evaluate a social service agency in your com-
munity in these areas: Are goals related to
needs? Do programs reach goals? What say do
clients and staff have in the services provided by
the agen90 What are the educational and exper-
ience qualifications for the social service staff?
How are aides and neighborhood workers util-
ized?

Write a short essay on the relationships between
the needs of clients and the services rendered by
employees in social service agencies.

List the social characteristics of clients using a
local social service agency. Include such factors
as: income, race, ethnic group, education, hous-
ing, employment status, family composition,
age, health, and birthplace.

List thc-.: difference between the racial and cul-
tural characteristics of peci;10.

:)iscuss questions such as: What is racial purity?
Does cural enrichment increase I.Q. scores?

Conduct a survey of students' attitudes toward a
particular culture. Find out about the income
and occupations of the students' parents first,
and then compare the results from the attitude
survey with the social and economic standing of
the students' parents. Ask such questions as:
Would you object to having a qualified
(Mexican-American, Black, Chinese-American,
etc.) as a: fellow student? employer or employ-
ee? teacher? doctor? lawyer? police officer?
firefighter? neighbor? Tabulate the survey re-
sults, and correlate them with the social and
economic status of the people responding. Use
these results to initiate class discussions on cul-
tural differences and the causes of prejudice.

Investigate your own national origins to discover
the reasons your ancestors left their homeland.

Discuss environment to show how it reflects cul-
ture. Look for similarities and differences in
food, art, speech, religion, clothing, attitudes.

Demonstrate through pictures from such maga-
zines as Ebony, Gowl Housekeeping, etc., or by

sket;Thes, hovv clothing reflectt one's cul-
ture.

Develop a chart showing on one side your major
values, beliefs, and attitudes; on the opposite
side show how these factors affect your behavior
and culture.

List the various types of community work per-
formed by social service aides.

JI
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View films on urban communities, such as "The
Changing City" and "How to Live in a City."
Discuss why social service aides should know
about urban communities to be more effective
as aides.

Participate in a serious game (for example, Simu-
lation Games: Ghetto) to recognize the impor-
tance of trying to understand clients' feelings
and attitudes.

Use case .studies (for example, "A Camel is a
Horse Designed by a Committee," "Progress
City," or "The Aide Meets Success") to better
understand the role of the social service aide
in working with community organizations and

.groups.
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In small groups, discuss the relationship of the
social service aide to the community group he or
she serves.

Prepare a notebook outlining specific strategies
you would use to recruit clients for a social ser-
vice agency.

Role-play as a social service aide setting up a
meeting. Use your class as the community
group.

Write a one-page outline showing the problem-
solving steps you would utilize to help a com-
munity group solve a problem.



PART TWO

GUIDE FOR STUDENT SELECTION
AND

PLACEMENT IN THE TRAINING PROGRAM
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SECTION 2.1
How to Use Part Two of the Guide

Part Two of the guide offerS the school guidance
counselor social service career information and a
recommended set of steps that can be used to
determine criteria for student selection and
placement in the training program. The guid-
ance counselor should become familiar with the
sections presented in Part Two so that effective
guidance activities, corresponding to the intent
of the curriculum, can be carried out. In addi-
tion, Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of Part One are
essential to the guidance process and should be
reviewed by the guidance counselor.

STEP 1: Review how the guide was developed.
Read Section 1.2, "How the Guide Was Devel-
oped," to gain a thorough understanding of the
structure and development of the guide and to
become familiar with these key concepts and
terms: occupational analysis, career ladder,
worker trait group, task statement, task inven-
tory, and general knowledge concept.

STEP 2: Review the information on the social
service career field. Read Section 1.3, "General
Job Description: Social Service Aide," for a

comprehensive overview of the career field,
descriptions of the type of work performed at
the entry level, employment forecasts, and other
important social service career information.

STEP 3: Know the use and function of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. If you have
not already done so, you should become familiar
with the use and function of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles and its supplements, which
are available from the U.S. Department of Labor.
These documents are the foundation upon which
the social service training program and guidance
activities are built.

STEP 4: Study the social service qualifications
profile. Section 2.3, "Qualifications Profile for
the Entry-Level Social Service Aide," presents a
composite profile of the entry-level worker and
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is based on four major worker trait groups from
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. This pro-
file can be used in preliminary screening activ-
ities and counseling students who want to enter
the training program. Section 2.5, "Worker Trait
Codification System," explains in full the knowl-
edge, aptitude, and interest levels associated with
the worker trait groups.

STEP 5: Determine the General Educational
Development (GED) level of students. One part
of the qualifications profile is a suggested level
of competence related to general educational
development. Section 2.2, "Career Guidance
for Social Service Occupations," includes a de-
scription of the General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB) which can be used to determine the
GED level of students as well as their aptitudes
and interests.

STEP 6: Use the Advanced General Education
Program for GED remediation. Section 2.4 pro-
vides a description and list of instructional units
contained in the Advanced General Education
Pfogram. All or parts of this program can be
used for remediation purposes based on the
administration of the GATB.

STEP 7: Provide guidance for students who
leave the program or who do not qualify. The
results of the GATB, when used in conjunction
with the qualifications profile, provide a useful
starting point for counseling students who drop
out of the program or whose interests, aptitudes,
and GED level do not seem appropriate for the
social service career field.

STEP 8: Coordinate your guidance activities
with thP instructor. Review the sections in Part
One of the guide to gain .an understanding of
how the curriculum and instructional develop-
ment activities correspond t6 the recommendea
guidance activities. Discuss student selection
and placement activities with the instructor in
order to better coordinate your efforts.



SECTION 2.2
Career Guidance for Social Service Occupatiuns

Part Two of this guide is based on an extensive
pool otcareer and job information maintained
by the U.S. Employment Service and the Depart-
ment of Labor. This and associated iniormation
is widely used by federal, state, and local govern-
ments, industry, private agencies, companies and
institutions in hiring and placing workers and in
defining worker duties, tasks, and activities.

By using Part Two in conjunction with the
General Job Description (Section 1.3) and the
Inventory of Job Tasks (Section 1.4), the guid-
ance counselor will be able to:

provide students with useful career decision-
making information based on their interests,
aptitudes, and previous educational experi-
ence.

determine the General Educational Develop-
ment (GED) level of individual students as it
relates to the social service field.

determine the prerequisite learning needs of a
student prior to his or her placement in the
social service program.

The guidance materials are a response to the
many social factors which converge to stimulate
interest in the career development needs of
young people. All of these factors have in com-
mon the search for a set of values which will
give meaning anc: usefulness to students' lives.
Among the most important of these social fac-
tors are:

the growing complexity in the occupational
and organizational structure of society which
makes it difficult for a person to assimilate
and organize the data necessary to choose a
career.

the increasingly rapid rate of technological
change which demands human adaptability
and responsiveness.

the increasing national concern for developing
all human talent regardless of sex, age, reli-
gion, or ethnic origin.

the need for specialized training to obtain
entry-level jobs.

the apparent disenchantment expressed by
students who have difficulty relating their
education to their lives.

The evolving view of a job is that it should be
considered as one step in an integrated, life-long
career. A job is a step on a career lattice involv-
ing both horizontal and vertical dimensions:
horizontally, it involves a pattern of choices at
one point in time; vertically, it involves choices
over a period of time.

Career guidance for social service occupations
should not be viewed as a static, tradition-based
set of services that assists students in making
simple occupational choices. Guidance must be
developed from an iiU assessment of the pres-
ent and future career needs of students and must
account for changes in the career field that could
affect the development and fulfillment of stu-
dents' expectations. The content of a guidance
program can be organized in many ways to facili-
tate the student's development. Whatever its
form, however, the program ultimately should
encourage a student to assume responsibility for
his or her own career development.

A careen- guidance program based on the coun-
selor's ,axperience, expertise, and use of the
informition presented here will help the student
assimi:73te and integrate knowledge, experience,
and appreciation related to the following career
development efforts:

self-understanding, which includes a person's
relationships to his or her own characteris-
tics and perceptions, to others, and to the
society.
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an understanding of the world '.6f wbrk and
those factors that affect its constant changing,
including worker attitudes and disciplines.

an understanding of the many fact s to be
considered in career planning.

an understanding of the information and skills
necessary to achieve self-fulfillment in work
and leisure.

Section 2.2 is intended to facintate the process
of placing students in the social service career
training program. It provides techniques for de-
termining the General Educational Development
(GED) level of an individual and relating it to
the GED level required for the job. Also pre-
sented is a description of the General Aptitude
Test Battery, which can be used to determine
students' aptitude and interes.! levels.

DEFINITION OF GENERAL-
EDUCATiONAL DEVELOPMENT*

General Educational Development (GED) can
be defined as education of a general academic
nature, ordinarily obtained in elementary school,
high school, or college, which does not have a
recognized, fairly specific occupational objec-
tive; this type of education also may be derived
from experience or self-directed study. GED is
composed of three types of development: rea-
soning, mathematical, and language.

Reasoning development involves the capacity to
comprehend concepts and systems, solve prob-
lems, exercise judgment, and understand and
carry out instructions, as well as to adapt to
social and work environoents.

Mathematical development is the acquisition of
basic mathematical skills, not specifical!y voca-
tionally oriented, such as solving arithmetic,
algebraic, and geometric problems.

* Excerpted from "Relating General Educational
Development to Career Planning," U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Manpower Administration.
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Language development includes the acquisition
of language skills, not specifically vocationally
oriented, such as mastery of an extensive vo-
cabulary; use of correct sentence structure,
punctuation, and spelling; and an appreciation
of literature.

Mathematical and language development are
"tool languages" which, although not specifically
vocationally oriented, involve basic preparation
for specific vocational goals. The descriptions of
tile various levels of language and mathematical
development (see Section 2.5) are based on the
curricula being taught at specified grade levels in
schools throughout the country. An analysis
of mathematics courses in the school curricula
revealed distinct levels of progression in the pri-
mary and secondary grades and in college. These
levels of progression facilitated the selection and
assignment of six levels of GED for the mathe-
matical development scale.

Though language ,courses follow a similar pat-
tern of progression through completion of high
school, consisting primarily of learning and
applying the principles of grammar, this pattern
breaks down at the college level. The diversity
of fields of study at the college level precluded
establishment of distinct levels of language devel-
opment for these four years. Consequently,
both GED Level 5 and Level 6 are defined by
one language curriculum.

USING THE GED LEVELS
FOR STUDENT PLACEMENT

In matching the student to the occupational
progiam, it is essential to obtain all occupation-
ally significant infovmation about the student.
Appraisal of the student in terms of his or her
GED is based on such data as:

school achievement, including grade level at-
tained, subjects studied, standing in class,
and honors or special recognition in specific
subjects.

special courses, either military or civilian.



e results of tests which measure the degree of
academic achievement or general intelligence.

I vocational and personal achievements in any
previous work situations.

general demeanor and ability to communicate.

These data can be related to an appropriate
academic level on the GED chart in Section 2.5.
For example, a student who has completed the
eighth grade in school and achieved a B average
in arithmetic, with C's and B's in other subjects,
appears to be at an academic level which relates
to GED Level 3.

If niore information is needed to make a final
determination, the guidance counselor can probe
into the courses studied by the student to insure
that the school curriculum meets the standards
reflected in the curriculum for Level 3 on the
GED chart. It should be remembered that a
student sometimes has a higher educational
development than his or her formal education
presupposes, and in such a case he or she should
be identified at a higher, more appropriate level.

The primary purpose of determining the GED
level of a student is to provide a criterion for use
with other information in relating him or her to
suitable vocational goals, whether through imme-
diate employment or through additional educa-
tion and training. All information about the
studentthe evaluation of his or her aptitudes,
interests, and personality characteristics, GED
level, and any test resultscan be related to areas
of work, groups of jobs, and specific jobs in the
Worker Traits Arrangement of the Dictionary of
Occupational 'Titles. The most important infor-
mation relating to social service occupations and
worker trait groups is presented in Section 2.3.
(A more detailed description of the worker trait
codification system appears in Section 2.5.)

The qualifications profile in Section 2.3 includes
the GED reasoning, mathematical, and language
development levels required for entry-level social
service aides. These GED levels indicate the
degree of educational development, formal or
otherwise, which the worker should possess for

average satisfactory job performance. By relat-
ing the GED level of the student to that required
for jobs in social service, the guidance counselor
can do a better job of helping students select
vocational goals.

The subject matter areas listed in the GED chart
in Section 2.5 can be used in planning basic or
supplementary general education for students in
the social service occupations training program
or advising a student on the educational basis
required for functioning in this career field.

The GED levels listed in the qualifications pro-
file in Section 2.3 constitute the prerequisites
for effective job performance at the entry level
of social service work. Should the prerequisite
GED be missing in a candidate for social service
aide training, then the student should be di-
rected to a more appropriate program of occupa-
tional trainina.

If the student is selected for the social service
aide program on the basis of other criteria, then
steps must be taken to provide him or her with
academic training that will raise his or her GED
to the desired level. Otherwise, the student will
be handicapped in his or her ability to handle
the course content of the training program and
to perform the required duties and tasks while
on the job.

A student who is deficient in prerequisite GED
should be encouraged to participate in the Ad-
vanced General Education Program (see Section
2.4) either before becoming involved in training
or during the social service aide training program.

GENERAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY

Another useful tool in placing students in the
social service occupations training program is the
General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). the
GATB was developed in conjunction with the
occupational counseling services of the U.S. Em-
ployment Service. According to its dPvelopers,
the GATB "is designed to measure several apti-
tudes which have been found important to suc-
cess in many occupations." The battery is used
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primarily as an aid in the more effective place-
ment of applicants who have insufficient job
experience. Various state agencies, in cooper-
ation with local school authorities, have been
extending the application of the battery to the
counseling of high school students.

The battery consists of 15 tests: 11 paper-and-
pencil and four apparatus tests. It requires ap-
proximately 21/2 hours for completion. The tests
are designed to measure nine basic aptitudes for
20 fields of work including approximately 2,000
of the occupations classified in the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.). The nine apti-

tudes are: Intelligence (G), Numerical (N),
Verbal (V), Spatial (S), Form Perception (P),
Clerical Perception (Q), Motor Speed (T), Finger
Dexterity (F), and Manual Dexterity (M).

The four worker trait groups identified in this
guide as important to the social service occupa-
tions field are derived from the D.O.T. and thus
can be used in conjunction with the GATB. For
more information on obtaining, administering,
and interpreting the results of the General Apti-
tude Test- Battery, contact the local office of the
Illinois State Employment Office.
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SECTION 2.3
Qualifications Profile

for the Entry-level Social Service Aide

The qualifications profile contained in this sec-
tion of the guide is based on an analysis of four
of the 114 worker trait groups contained in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and supple-
mented by the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs
and the Handbook on Relating General Educa-
tional Development to Career Planning. All
three documents are publications of the U.S.

Department of Labor.

Through an examination of existing social ser-
vice curricula it was found that nearly all were
heavily oriented toward the behavioral sciences.
However, when the job of social service aide was
defined through employer interviews and an
analysis of actual job requirements, it was found
that the tasks related to behaviorally oriented
course content accounted for only about 20% of
the total number of tasks performed. On the
other hand, skill in interviewing, corresponding,
gathering, verifying, and dispensing information
were equally important and in many agencies

more important to successful performance.

Consequently, the four worker trait groups iden-
tified, and the task inventories developed around
them (see Section 1.4), were seen as a natural
basis upon which to select students for training,
develop courses of instruction, and provide ca-
reer counseling.

Worker traits are defined as the abilities, person-
al traits, and individual characteristics necessary
for a worker to achieve average successful job

performance. The four worker trait groups
judged as most important to successful perfor-
mance as a social service aide are: Worker Trait
Group 1, Counseling and Guidance; Worker Trait
Group 2, Information Gathering; Worker Trait

Group 3, Corresponding and Related Activities;
and Worker Trait Group 4, Information Giving.

These four groups were selected because they
provide the broadest and most comprehensive
framework for the effective presentation of
worker trait information in the social service
area. Within this framework, the guidance coun-
selor will find in this section a qualifications
profile which indicates:

the amount of general educational develop-
ment and specific vocational preparation a
worker must have.

the specific capacities and abilities required
of the worker in order to learn or perform
certain tasks or duties.

preferences for certain types of work activities
or experiences considered necessary for job
success.

types of occupational situations to which an
individual must adjust.

physical activities required in work situations.

physical surroundings prevalent in jobs.

This section also provides for each worker trait
group a breakdown of the work performed,
major worker requirements, and clues for re-
lating program applicants to job requirements.
All of this information can be used for placing
students in or orienting them to the social ser-
vice training program, when used in conjunction
with the General Job Description (Section 1.3)
and the Inventory of Job Tasks (Section 1.4).
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QUALI FICATIONS PROFILE

The qualifications listed for successful performance as an entry-level social service aide are minimally
acceptable standards of accomplishment necessary at that level.* (Section 2.5, "Worker Trait Codifica-
tion System," presents a complete explanation of the levels and codification system used.)

The qualifications listed do not relate to performance requirements existing at higher levels within the
career field. In order to progress within the field of social service, the student must have the ability to
attain higher level capabilities through a combination of training and work experience so as to progress
up the career ladder.

General Educational Development (GED) Requirements

Reasoning Development, Level 3:

Mathematical Development, Level 2:

Language Development, Level 3:

Applies common-sense understanding to carry out in-
structions furnished in written, oral, or diagrammatic
form. Deals with problems involving several concrete
variables in or from standardized situations.

Add, subtract, multiply and divide all units of measure.
Perform the four operations with common and decimal
fractions. Compute ratio, rate, and percent. Draw and
interpret bar graphs. Perform arithmetic operations
involving all American monetary units.

Reading. Read a variety of novels, magazines, atlases,
and encyclopedias. Read safety rules and instructions.

Writing. Write reports and essays with proper format,
punctuation, spelling, and grammar, using all parts of
speech.

Speaking. Speak before an audience with poise, voice
control, and confidence, using correct English and a

well-modulated voice.

* It was necessary at times to update and/or modify the Department of Labor information in order to
reflect new empioyment conditions and the realities of training. However, the basic organization and
intent of the system developed by the Department of Labor and reflected in the Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles has been carefully followed. Critical commentary dealing with the development and
utilization of the D.O.T. documents points to certain unavoidable limitations, as well as to strengths.
An intent to avoid the former and take advantage of the tatter underlies the development of the guide for
social service occupations and accounts for the modifications of this information.
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Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP) Requirements

Level 5: Possesses training over six months up to and including one year so as to perform
assigned duties in the organization, to gain knowledge and experience for promotion
to next level positions. Observes techniques utilized by experienced woWers, learns

line and staff functions of each department, and becomes familiar with management
policies and viewpoints as they affect each phase of operations.

Aptitude (APT) Requirements

Intelligence (G):

Level 4 Capability:

Verbal Aptitude (V):

Level 2 Capability:

General learning ability. The ability to "catch on" or understand
instructions and underlying principles; the ability to reason and make
judgments. Closely related to doing well in school.

Assists in care of clients under the direction of the social service

staff. lntelligenCe is required to: learn client care handling and
social service agency routine; understand and carry out orders
correctly; and use reason and judgment in handling clients,
noting cliehts' condition, and reporting information relating to
cl ients.

The ability to understand the meaning of words and to use them
effectively. The ability to comprehend language and to understand
relationships.

Verbal aPtitude is required to: read and understand statements
of operations and procedural routines of various agencies; dis-
cuss agency goals and objectives; explain agency requirements

and procedures to clients; acquire and dispense information;
interview clients and verify information; and read and compre-
hend basic Con...;epts and values of the social sciendes.

Nuirerical Aptitude (N): The ability to perform arithmetic operations quickly and accurately.

Level 3 Capability: Numerical aptitude is required to: compute costs; interpret

statistics; recognize computational errors; and estimate and
approximate.
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Clerical Perception (G):

Level 2 Capability:

Interest (INT) Requirements

The ability to perceive pertinent detail in verbal or tabular material;
the ability to observe differences in copy, to proofread words and
numbers, and to avoid perceptual errors in arithmetic computation.
A measure of speed of perception is required in many activities even
when the activity does not have verbal or numerical content.

Factor 2: Situations involving
activities of business contact with
people.

Factor 4: Situations involving
working with people for their
presumed good, as in the social
welfare sense, or dealing with
people and language in social
situations.

Factor 6: Situations involving
activities concerned with people
and the communication of ideas.

Temperament (TEMP) Requirements

Situation Type 5:

Situation Type 9:

Situation Type 0:

Clerical perception is required to: perform a variety of clerical
duties, such as filing correspondence, records, and reports;
typing letters and reports; preparing bills; compiiing reports;
addressing, sorting, and distributing mail; tabulating and posting
data in record books; keeping inventory records; and giving
information.

is preferred over

is preferred over

is preferred over

Factor 7: Situations involving
activities of a scientific and tech-
nical nature.

Factor 9: Situations involving
activities that are nonsocial in
nature, and are carried on in rela-
tion to processes, machines, and
techniques.

Factor 1: Situations involving
activities dealing with things and
objects.

Involves the necessity of dealing with people in actual job duties beyond
giving and receiving instructions.

Involves the evaluation (arriving at generalizations, judgments, or deci-
sions) of information against sensory or judgmental criteria.

Involves the evaluation (arriving at generalizations, judgments, or deci-
sions) of information against measurable or verifiable criteria.

Situation Type Y: Involves the precise attainment of set limits, tolerances, or standards.
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Physical Demands

Light physical demands associated with

Factor 4:

Factor 5:

Factor 6:

Reaching, handling, fingering, and/or feeling

Talking and/or hearing

Seeing

WORKER TRAIT GROUP DESCRIPTIONS

Worker Trait Group 1:
Counseling and Guidance (.108; .208)

Work Performed. Work activ:ties in this group
primarily involve assisting in .7.ou.,seling individ-
uals or groups in the solution of occupational,
educational, personal, or social problems. Typi-
cal situations include assisting prison parolees in

gaining employment and adjusting to society;
counseling high school students about career
opportunities or higher education opportunities;
counseling frustrated or unhappy workers or job-
seekers in their search for more fulfilling work;
and assisting troubled individuals or families in
normal social adjustment and develoOment.

Worker Requirements. An occupationally signif-
icant combination of the following is required at

the entry level: sympathetic attitude toward
the welfare of others; verbal facility to relate to
people at all levels; capacity to absorb training
and apply knowledge to the solution of diverse

problems; organizational ability in assisting in

the planning and directing of guidance programs;
tact, poise, and general demeanor that tends to
inspire confidence and esteem.

Clues for Relating Program Applicants to Job

Requirements. Examples of primary dims in-
clude: volunteer welfare work for a local church

group, expressed preference for public contact
work, and membership in a school debating club.
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Worker Trait Group 2:
Information Gathering (.368)

Wbrk Performed. Work activities in this group
primarily involve collecting information and
checking it for accuracy or consistency. Carry-

ing out prescribed actiorr in relation to the
information is occasionally involved. Informa-
tion is usually obtained or verified by personal
or telephone interview or by observation. The
performance of clerical tasks, such as record-
keeping, is frequently involved..

Worker Requirements. An occupationally sig-
nif ;cant combination of the following is required
at the entry level: verbal facility and the ability
to relate to people in order to tactfully acquire
information and create a good impression; atten-
tion to detail in reviewing records and avoiding
errors; numerical ability for situations involving

accounts and other numerical records; and a

liking for public contact work.

Clues for Relating Program Applicants to Job

Requirements. Examples of primary clues in-
clude: volunteer work answering questions on
voter requirements duting a political campaign,

success in public speaking courses in high school,

and part-time work gathering personal data on

registration cards at school.



-Worker Trait Group 3:
Corresponding and Related Work (.288; .388)

Work Performed. Work activities in this group
primarily involve preparing correspondence, re-
ports, forms, and other documents and examin-
ing, editing, and recording verbal information or
written material.

Worker Requirements. An occupationally signif-
icant combination of the following is required at
the entry level: a good vocabulary and facility
with language; attention to detail; application of
precise standards, techniques, and mechanics of
good grammar,' spelling, and punctuation; and
the ability to organize data in logical sequence
when composing correspondence and other ma-
terial.

Clues for Relating Program Applicants to Job
Requirements. Examples of primary clues in-
clude: good vocabulary during interview, good
grades in appropriate courses such as business
and English, and experience as a corresponding
secretary in school or in a community organiza-
tion.
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Worker Trait Group 4:
Information Giving (.168; .268)

Work Performed. Work acilvities in this group
primarily involve making information available
to interested individuals or groups; dispensing
information in response to or in anticipation of
direct or indirect inquiries; and dispensing infor-
mation related to the correct interpretation of
agency or governmental rules and regulations.

Worker Requirements. An occupationally signif-
icant combination of the following is required at
the entry level: verbal facility to converse.with
people at varied levels; ability to deal tactfully
with people to put them at their ease and gain
their confidence in answering inquiries; numeri-
cal ability and clerical perception to avoid errors
in recordkeeping and referral to written matter;
ability to reason analytically and organize facts
when asking and answering questions; and a neat
appearance, poise, and composure.

Clues for Relating Program Applicants to Job
Requirements. Examples of primary clues in-
clude: part-time job as an information clerk;
expressed preference for public contact work;
and a neat appearance, poise, and good verbal
expression as demonstrated in an interview.



SECTION 2.4
The Advanced General Education Program

The Advanced General Education Program is
designed to teach an individual the information,
concepts, and general knowledge required to
pass the American Council on Education's High
School General Education Development (GED)

Test. All students who enter a training program
with, or who subsequently attain, qualifying
scores on the Advanced Stanford Achievement
Test should be encouraged to enter and com-
plete this program if they do not have the
prerequisite GED level required for effective
performance in the training program. See Sec-

tion 2.2 for information on determining the
GED (General Educational Development) level

of students.

The Advanced General Education Program pro-
vides comprehensive self-instruction in each of

the following areas: correctness and effective-
ness of expression, interpretation of literary
materials, social studies, natural sciences, and

general mathematics.

It should be stressed that the program is very
cornprehensive and will meet the learning needs
of the vast majority of students who qualify
for participation (those who have a sixth-grade
mathematics and a sixth-grade reading ability as
a minimum).

The program has been designed to require little
routine teacher attention. Instructions for place-

ment of materials are included in a teacher's
manual along with detailed administrative direc-

tions. Once students have become famihar with

* This section has been excerpted from "Ad-
vanced General Education DevelopmentA High

School Self-Study Program," U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Manpower Administration, Job Corps.
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this placement and with the procedures for
taking the lessons and grading their own mastery
tests, instructor assistance should be required

only when students encounter difficulties they
cannot themselves resolve-and when progress is

to be recorded.

The curriculum of the Advanced General Educa-
tion Program is designed to provide the student
with an educational background equivalent to
that obtained in the typical high school course
of studies, on which the standard high school
achievement test, are based.

Emphasis in training is placed on learning con-
cepts, rather than on the test-taking skills which

are taught incidentally. The program prepares
the student by improving his or her reading abil-
ity, increasing vocabulary, providing experience
at interpretive tasks, and making him or her
broadly familiar with the subject areas covered
by the curriculum.

Flexible administration of the program has been
accomplished in two primary ways: (1) lesson
units do not take more than an hour to complete
and (2) periodic screening tests enable the stu-
dent to either by-pass material he or she may
already know or to repeat materials that he or
she did not learn sufficiently well. The time
required to complete al; of the lesson materials
in the Advanced General Education Program
averages 145 hours with a range of 90 to 230
hours.

Below is a complete listing of program materials
in the Advanced General Education Program,
which can be ordered from the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.



TEACHER'S ADMINISTRATIVE MATERIALS

Teacher's Manual
Teacher's Answer Key
Progress Flow Chart

STUDENTS INTRODUCTORY AND
SELF-ADMIN1STERED TEST MATERIALS

Student's Handbook
Screening Tests
Unit Tests
Students' Answer Keys

SEQUENCE OF LESSONS IN
ADVANCED GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Level I

Unit 1: Word Roots, Prefixes, Suffixes
Word Context Clues

Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Map Reading Skills
Climate
Studying Man and the Natural World'
Man and His Culture
Reading for Implied Meanings

Production and Coosumption
Forms of Government
Reading for Facts, Opinions, and Issues

Basic Economic Systems
Representative Democracy and Political Parties
Reading to Draw Inferences

Craftsmanship and Technology
Government Separation of Powers
Comparisons in Literature

Unit 6: Positive and Negative Numbers
States of Matter: Solid, Liquid, Gas
Properties and Measures of Matter
Energy, Matter, Theory and Law
The Particles and Structure of Matter
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Unit 7: Atomic Structure and Chemical Change
Chemical Compounds
Forms of Energy

Unit 8: Solving Fraction Word Problems
Solving Decimal Word Problems
Solving Percentage Won.; Problems

Level II

Unit 1: Tables and Graphs
Line Graphs

Unit 2: U.S. Colonization to Independence
U.S. Confederation to Constitutional Convention
Framing the U.S. Constitution
Founding Fathers
The Election Process
The Civil War

Unit 3: Industrialization and Growth of the Cities
Immigration
Unions and Management

1.Init 4: Reading for Feelings
Readino for Shifts in Feeling
Reading for Character
Reading for Signs of Hidden ChLracter

Urit 5: Words that Paint Pictures
Devices Used in Literature
The Meaning of Literary Devices
Periods and Levels of Writing
Qualities of Good and Bad Writing

Unit 6: What to Look for in Narrative Writing
Interpreting Figurative Writing
Keeping Track of the Subject in Writing
Reading Literature for Understanding

Unit 7: Life Functions and Cells
Cell Structure
Tissues, Organs, Systems
Growth and Nutrition
Metabolism
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Unit 8: Algebra
Powers and Roots
Geometry
Number Series

Unit 9: Speed, Acceleration, and Velocity
Force, Mass, and Distance
Types of Motion and Rest
Electricity and Magnetism
Electrical, Magnetic, and Gravitational Fields
The Conservation and Conversion of Energy
Simple Machines and Work
Gas Laws
Principles of Heat Engines
Sound and Sound Waves
Light Waves and Particles
The Behavior of Light Rays

Unit 10: Atomic Structure and Valence
Chemical Bonding
The Table of Elements
Electrolysis
Osmosis

Level III

Unit 1: Free Enterprise and Government Regulation.
Social Legislation
Taxes

Unit 2: Free Trade and Tariffs
Capitalism, Communism, Socialism
Nationalism vs. Internationalism

Unit 3: Plants and Photosynthesis
The Human Digestive System
Functions of the Blood
Human Circulation and Respiration
Reproduction of a Single Cell
Reproduction by Male and Female Cells
The Human Reproductive System
Genetics and Heredity
The Nervous System
The Glandular System
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Unit 4: Difficult Words to Spell
Sentences and Their Parts
Adjectives and Adverbs
Comparative Forms
Spelling ie and ei Words
Using Negatives Correctly
Using Prepositions and Prepositional Phrases
Spelling ance and ence Words
Subject and Object Pronouns
Possessive and Refxive Pronouns
Possessive and Plural Nouns
Spelling Confusing Word Pairs
Subject and Verb Agreement
Past Verb Forms
Spelling More Difficut Words

Unit 5: Spelling Endings Added to e
Capitalization
Question Marks and Exclamation Points
Quotation Marks
Spelling Double Letter Demons
Colons and Dashes
Punctuating Series with Commas and Semicolons
More Confusing Word Pairs
Separating Sentence Parts with Punctuation
Other Uses for Commas and Semicolons
More Special Spelling Problems

Unit 6: Spelling More Endings
Matching Sentence Parts
Using the Right Sentence Connectives
More Ways to Make Sentences Effective
Last of the Confusing Word Pairs

1.09
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SECTION 2.5
Worker Trait Codification System

Worker traits can be defined as those abilities,
personal traits, and individual characteristics
required for a worker to achieve average suc-
cessful job performance. This section provides
detailed explanations of these worker traits and
their levels: General Educational Development,
Specific Vocational Preparation, Aptitudes, In-
terests, Temperaments, and Physical Demands.

This section also provides an explanation of
the last three digits of the occupational code
numbers used in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles: namely, the relationship of any particu-
lar job to Data, People, and Things. All of the
information in Section 2.5 has been excerpted
from Appendices A and B of the Dictionary.of
Occupational Titles, Volume II.

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GED)

General Educational Development embraces the
aspects of education, both formal and informal,
which contribute to the worker's reasoning
development, ability to follow instructions, and
acquisition of "tool" knowledges such as lan-
guage and mathematical skills. It is education
of a general nature which does not have a

recognized, fairly specific, occupatior objec-
tive. Ordinarily such education is obtained in
elementary school, high school, or college. It
also derives from experience and from individual
study. The table on the next page explains the
various levels of General Educationai Develop-
ment.

SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION (SVP)

Specific Vocational Preparation includes the
amount of time required to learn the techniques,
acquire the information, and develop th -. facility
needed for average performance in a specific
job-worker situation. This training may be ac-
quired in a school, work, military, institutional,
or avocational environment. It does not include
the orientation training required of every fully
qualified worker to become accustomed to the
special conditions of any new job. Specific
Vocational Preparation includes training given in
any of the following circumstances:

vocational education such as high school com-
mercial or shop training, technical school, art
school, and that part of college training which

is organized around a specific vocational
objective.

apprentice training, for apprenticeable jobs
only.

in-plant training given by an employer in tl.f.?
form of organized classroom study.

on-the-job training under the instruction of
a qualified worker.

essential experience in other, less responsible
jobs which lead to the higher-level job, or
serving in other jobs which qualify.
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GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Level Reasoning Development Mathematical Development Langpage Development

6

5

4

2

Apply principles of logical or scien-
tific thinking to a wide range of
intellectual and practical problems.
Deal with non-verbal symbolism
(formulas, scientific equations, mu-
sical notes, graphs, etc.) in its most
difficult phases. Deal with a variety
of abstract and concrete variables.
Apprehend the most abstruse classes
of concepts.

Apply principles of logical or scien-
tific thinking to define problems,
collect data, establish facts, and
draw conclusions. Interpret an ex-
tensive variety of technical instruc-
tions in books, manuals, and mathe-
matical or diagrammatic form. Deal
with several abstract and concrete
variables.

Apply principles of rational systems
to solve practical problems and deal
with a variety of concrete variables
in situations where only limited
standardization exists. Interpret a
variety of instructions furnished in
written, oral, diagrammatic, or
schedule form.

Apply common sense understanding
to carry out instructions furnished
in written, oral, or diagrammatic
form. Deal with problems involving
several concrete variables in or from
standardized situations.

Apply common sense understanding
to carry out detailed but uninvolved
written or &al instructions. Deal
with prohlems involving a few con-
crete variables in or from standard-
ized situations.

Apply common sense understanding
to carry out simple one. or two-step
instructions. Deal with standardized
situations with occasional or no var-
iables in or fiom these situations
encountered on the job.

Apply knowledge of ad-
vanced mathematical and
statistical techniques such
as differential and integral
calculus, factor analysis,
and probability cetermina-
tion, or work with a wide
variety of theoretical math-
ematical concepts, and
make original applications
of mathematical proce-
durn, as in empirical and
differential equations.

Perform ordinary arithme-
tic, algebraic and geometric
procedures in standard,
practical applications.

Make arithmetic calcula-
tions, involving fractions,
decimals, and percentages.

Use arithmetic to add, sub-
tract, multiply, and divide
whole numbers.

Perform simple addition
and subtraction, reading
and copying of figures, or
counting and recording.

Comprehension and expression of a level to:
Report, write, or edit articles for such

publications as newspapers, magazines, and
technical or scientific journals.

Prepare and deliver lectures on politics,
economics, education, or science.

Interview, counsel, or advise stich peCIPle
as students, clients, or patients in-such mat-
ters as welfare eligibility, vocationalsehabili-
teflon, mental hygiene, or marital relations.

Comprehension and expression of a level to:
Transcribe dictation, make appointments

for executive and handle personal mail, inter-
view and screen people, and write routine
correspondence on own initiative.

Interview job applicants to determine
work best suited for their abilities and exper-
ience, and contact employers to interest
them in services of agency.

Interpret technical manuals as well as
drawings and specifications, such as layouts,
blueprints, and schematics.

Comprehension and expression of a level to:
File, post, and mail such material as

forms, checks, receipts, and bills.
Copy data from one record to another,

fill in report forms, and type all work from
rough draft or corrected copy.

Interview members of household to ob-
tain such information as age, occupation, and
number of children, to be used as data for
surveys or economic studies.

Guide people on tours through historical
or public buildings, describing such features
as size, value, and points of interest.

Comprehension and expression of a level to:
Learn job duties from oral instructions or

demonstration.
Write identifying information, such as

name and address of customer, weight, num-
ber, or type of product, on tags or slips.

Request orally or in writing such supplies
as linen, soap, or work materials.



The following table describes the nine levels of Specific Vocational Preparation:

Level Time

1 Short demonstration only

2 Anything beyond short demonstration up to and
including 30 days

3 Over 30 days up to and including three months

4 Over three months up to and including six months

5 Over six months up to and including one year

6 Over one year up to and including two years

7 Over two years up to and including four years

8 Over four years up to and including 10 years

9 Over 10 years

APTITUDES (APT)

The five-point scale below indicates how much
of each aptitude the job requires for satisfactory
or average performance. The average require-
ments, rather than a maximum or minimum,
are cited. The amount required is expressed in
terms of equivalent amounts possessed by seg-
ments of the general working population. The
five-point scale is as follows.

1 = The top 10 percent of the population. This
segment of the population possesses an ex-
tremely high degree of the aptitude.

2 = The highest third exclusive of the top 10
percent of the population. This segment of
the population possesses an above-average
or high degree of the aptitude.
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3 = The middle third of the population. This
segment of the population possesses a me-
dium degree of the aptitude, ranging from
slightly above to slightly below average.

4 = The lowest third exclusive of the bottom
10 percent of the population. This segment
of the population possesses a below-average
or low degree of the aptitude.

5 = The lowest 10 percent of the population.
This segment of the population possesses a
negligible degree of the aptitude.

This scale can be applied to each .of the 11 apti-
tudes below to indicate the amount required for
a particular job or task. The.code letters used to
designate each aptitude are in parentheses.



DESCRIPTION OF APTITUDES

Intelligence (G): General learning ability. The
ability to "catch on" or understand instructions
and underlying principles. Ability to reason and
make judgments. Closely related to doing weh
in school.

Verbal (V): Ability to understand meanings of
words and ideas associated with them, and to
use them effectively. Ability to comprehend
language, to understand relationships between
words, and to understand meanings of whole
sentences and paragraphs. Ability to present
information or ideas clearly.

Numerical (N): Ability to perform arithmetic
operations quickly and accurately.

Spatial (S): Ability to comprehend forms in
space and understand relationships of plane and
solid objects. May be used in such tasks as blue-
print reading and in solving geometry problems.
Frequently described as the ability to "visualize"
objects of two or three dimensions, or to think
visually of geometric forms.

Form Perception (P): Ability to perceive perti-
nent detail in objects or in pictorial or graphic

material. Ability to make visual comparisons
and discriminations and see slight differences in
shapes and shadings of figures and widths and
lengths of lines.

Clerical Perception (Q): Ability to perceive per-
tinent detail in verbal or tabular material. Abil-
ity to observe differences in copy, to proofread
words and numbers, and to avoid perceptual
errors in arithmetic computation.

Motor Coordination (K): Ability to coordinate
eyes mid hand: or fingers rapidly and accurately
in making precise movements with speed. Abil-
ity to make a movement response accurately and
quickly.

Finger Dexterity (F): Ability to move the fin-
gers and to manipulate small objects with the
fingers rapidly or accurately.

Manual Dexterity (M): Ability to move the
hands easily and skillfully. Ability to work with
the hands in placing and turning motions.

Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination (E): Ability to
move the hand and foot coordinately with each
other in accordance with visual stimuli.

Color Discrimination (C): Ability to perceive or
recognize similarities or difterences in colors, or
in shades or other values of the same color.
Ability to identify a particular color, or to recog-
nize harmonious or contrasting color combina-
tions, or to match colors accurately.

INTERESTS (INT)

This worker trait component involves preferences for certain types of work activities or experiences, with
accompanying rejection of contrary types of activities or experiences. Five pairs of interest factors are

provided so that a positive preference for one factor of a pair also implies rejection of the other factor of

that pair.

1 Situations involving a preference for
activities dealing with things and ob-
jects.
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vs. 6 Situations involving a preference for
activities concerned with people and
the communication of ideas.



2 Situations involving a preference for
activities involving business contact
with people.

3 Situations involving a preference for
activities of a routine, concrete, orga-
nized nature.

4 Situations involving a preference for
working with people for their pre-
sumed good, as in the social welfare
sense, or for dealing with people and
language in social situations.

5 Situations involving a preference for
activities resulting in prestige or the
esteem of others.

vs. 7

vs. 8

vs. 9

vs. 0

Situations involving a preference for
activities of a scientific and technical

Situations involving a preference for
activities of an abstract and creative
nature.

Situations involving a preference for
activities that are nonsocial in nature,
and are carried on in relation to pro-
cesses, machines, and techniques.

Situations involving a preference for
activities resulting in tangible, produc-
tive satisfaction.

TEMPERAMENTS (TEMP)

Temperaments refer to different types of occupational situations to which workers must adjust.

1 Situations involving a variety of duties
often characterized by frequent change.

2 Situations involving repetitive or short cy-
cle operations carried out according to set
procedures or sequences.

3 Situations involving doing things only un-
der specific instruction, allowing little or no
room for independent action or judgment
in working out job problems.

4 Situations involving the direction, control,
and planning of an entire activity or the
activities of others.

5 Situations involving the necessity of dealing
with people in actual job duties beyond
giving and receiving instructions.

6 Situations involving working alone and
apart in physical isolation from others, al-
though the activity may be integrated with
that of others.

7 Situations involving influencing people in
their opinions, attitudes, or judgments
about ideas or things.

8 Situations involving performing adequately
under stress when confronted with the criti-
cal or unexpected or when taking risks.

9 Situations involving the evaluation (arriving
at generalizations, judgments, or decisions)
of information against sensory or judgmen-
tal criteria.

0 Situations involving the evaluation (arriving
at generalizations, judgments, or decisions)
of information against measurable or verifi-
able criteria.

X Situations *involving the interpretation of
feelings, ideas, or facts in terms of personal
viewpoint.

Y Situations involving the precise attainment
of set limits, tolerances, or standards.
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS (PHYS DEM)

Physical demands are those physical activities
required of a worker in a job. The physical de-
mands referred to serve as a means of expressing
both the physical requirements of the job and
the physical capacities (specific physical traits)
a worker must have to meet the requirements.
For example, "seeing" is the name of a physical
demand required by many jobs (perceiving by
the sense of vision), and also the name of a
specific capacity possessed by many people
(having the power of sight). The worker must
possess physical capacities at least in an amount
equal to the physical demands made by the
job.

FACTOR 1: Lifting, Carrying,
Pushing, and/or Pulling (Strength)

These are the primary "strength" physical re-
quirements, and generally speaking, a person
who engages in one of these activities can engage
in all. Specifically, each of these activities can
be described as:

Lifting: Raising or lowering an object from one
level to another (inludes upward pulling).

Carrying: Transporting an object, usually hold-
ing it in the hands or arms or on the shoulder.

Pushing: Exerting force upon an object so that
the object moves away from the force (includes
slapping, striking, kicking, and treadle actions).

Pulling: Exerting force upon an object so that
_

the object moves toward the force (includes jerk-
ing).

The five degrees of Factor 1: Lifting, Carrying,
Pushing, and/or Pulling are as follows:

Sedentary Work (S) = Lifting 10 lbs. maximum
and occasionally lifting and/or carrying such

articles as dockets, ledgers, and small tools. Al-
though a sedentary job is defined as one which
involves sitting, a certain amount of walking and
standing is often necessary in carrying out job
duties. Jobs are sedentary if walking and stand-
ing are required only occasionally and other
sedentary criteria are met.
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Light Work (L) = Lifting 20 lbs. maximum with
frequent lifting and/or carrying of objects weigh-
ing up to 10 lbs. Even though the weight lifted
may be only a negligible amount, a job is in this
category when it requires walking or standing to
a significant degree, or when it involves sitting
most of the time with a degree of pushing and

pulling of arm and/or leg controls.

Medium Work (M) = Lifting 50 lbs. maximum
with frequent lifting and/or carrying of objects
weighing up to 25 lbs.

Heavy Work (H) = Lifting 100 lbs. maximum
with frequent lifting and/or carrying of objects
weighing up to 50 lbs.

Very Heavy Work (V) = Lifting objects in ex-
cess of 100 lbs. with frequent lifting and/or
carrying of objects weighing 50 lbs. or more.

FACTOR 2: Climbing and/or Balancing

Climbing: Ascending or descending ladders,
stairs, scaffolding. ramps, pules, ropes, and the
like, using the feet and legs and/or hands and
arms.

Balancing: Maintaining body equilibrium to
prevent falling when walking, standing, crouch-

ing, or running on narrow, slippery, or erratically

moving surfaces; or maintaining oody equili-

brium when perform;ng gymnastic feats.



FACTOR 3: Stooping, Kneeling, FACTOR 5: Talking and/or Hearing
Crouching, and/or Crawling

Stooping: Bending the body downward and for-
ward by bending the spine at the waist.

Kneeling: Bending the legs at the kn,ees to come
to rest on the knee or knees.

Crouching: Bending the body downward and
forward by bending the legs and spine.

Craw !inn: Moving about on the hands and knees
or bands and feet.

FACTOR 4: Reaching, Handling,
Fingering, and/or Feeling

Reaching: Extending the hands and arms in any
direction.

Handling: Seizing, holding, grasping, turning,
or otherwise working with the hand or hands
(fingering not involved).

Fingering: Picking, pinching, or otherwise work-
ing with the fingers primarily (rather than with
the whole hand or arm as in handling).

Feeling: Perceiving such attributes of objects
and materials ds size, shape, temperature, or
texture, by means of receptors in the skin, par-
ticularly those of the fingertips.

Talking: Exvessing or exchanging ideas by
means of the spoken word.

Hearing: Perceiving nature of sounds by the ear.

FACTOR 6: Seeing

Obtaining impressions through the eyes of the
shape, size, distance, motion, color, or other
characteristics of objects. The major visual func-
tions are defined as follows:

Acuity, Far: Clarity of vision at 20 feet or more.

Acuity, Near: Clarity of vision at 20 inches or less.

Depth Perception: Three-dimensional vision.
The ability to judge distance and space re'ation-
ships so as to see objects where and as they
actually are.

Field of Vision: The area that can be seen up
and down or to the right or left while the eyes
are fixed on a given point.

Accommodation: Adjustment of the lens of the
eye to bring an object into sharp focus. This
item is especially important when doing near-
point work at varying distances from the eye.

Color Vision: The ability to identify and distin-
guish colors.
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DATA, PEOPLE, AND THINGS

The last three digits of an occupational code
number express the job's relationship to Data,
People, and Things. Only relationships which
are significant in terms of job requirements are
reflected in the code numbers. The incidental

relationships which every worker has to Data,
People, and Things, but which do not seriously
affect successful performance of the essential
duties of the job, are not reflected. Each succes-
sive relationship includes those that are simpler.

DATA (4th digit) PEOPLE (5th digit) THINGS (6th digit)

0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting Up

1 Coordinating 1 Negotiating 1 Precision Working

2 Ana I yzi ng 2 Instructing 2 Operating-Controlling

3 Compiling 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating

4 Computing 4 Diverting 4 Manipulating

5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending

6 Comparing 6 Speaking-Signalling 6 Feeding-Offbearing

7 No significant relationship 7 Serving 7 Handling

8 No significant relationship 8 No significant relationship 8 No significant relationship
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SECTION 2.6
Related Jobs at Entry, Intermediate, and Advanced Levels

This section is intended primarily for use in ca-
reer guidance activities. Persons trained as social
service aides will acquire skills and knowledge
which provide job and career mobility across a
broad range of occupations. The following lists,
as partial compilations, illustrate the career flexi-
bility possible given a minimum amount of re-
training. With the labor shortages in the emerg-
ing field of social service, however, one would
not generally encourage such transfer, but stu-
dents trained as social service aides should be
aware of the available job options.

To be used effectively, these lists should be
matched against the Inventory of Job Tasks
(Section 1.4), which has been structured by job
levels (entry, intermediate, and advanced) within
the career ladder. Guidance counselors, instruc-
tors and students, as well as employers, recruit-
ing officers, placement and personnel directors,
and others within education and industry should
find these products of much value. The job titles
and code numbers have been drawn from .the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, where a com-
plete listing of related jobs can be found.

ENTRY-LEVEL TITLE JOB: SOCIAL SERVICE AIDE

D.O.T.
Job Titles Code Number

Account-Information Clerk (light, heat, and power) 210.368

Adjustment Clerk (clerical) 241.368

Admissions Evaluator (education) 205.368

Admitting Officer (medical service) 237.368

Ambulance Attendant (medical service) 355.878

Appointment Clerk 237.368

Attendance Officer (education) 168.368

Attendant, Physical Therapy (medical service) 355.878

Attendant, Traveling Display (any industry) 353.368

Bookmobile Driver (library) 109.368

Brokerage Clerk (financial institutions) 219.368

Call Clerk (government service) 243.368

Call-Out Operator (business service; retail trade) 209.368

Case Aide 195.208

Child-Care Attendant (government service) 359.878

Child-Care Attendant (personal service) 355.878

Children's Matron (amusement and recreation) 349.878
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Claims Clerk (insurance) 249.368

Clerk, Electoral (government service) 249.368

Collection Clerk (clerical) 240.388

Collector (clerical) 240.368

Companion (domestic service) 309.878

Contract Clerk (light, heat, and power; telephone and telegraph) 249.368

Correspondence Clerk (clerical) 204.288

Cottage Parent (medical service) 355.878

Counter Clerk (printing and publishing) 249.368

Counter Clerk (telephone and telegraph) 239.368

Court Clerk (government service) 249.368

Credit Clerk (clerical) 249.368

Credit Reporter (business service) 249.368

Customs Clerk (government service) 249.288

Deposit Clerk (light, heat, and power) 249.368

Employment Clerk 205.368

Employment Interviewer 166.268

Evaluator (clerical) 209.368

Examination Proctor (government service) 199.268

Farm Checker (govesoment service) 249.368

Field Represerge igovernment service) 166.268
(-0

Fingerprint Cttc-k,'(government service) 249.368

First Aid Attendant (any industry) 354.878

Forms Analyst (clerical) 249.288

Foster Mother (domestic service) 309.878

Guide, Establishment (any industry) 353.368

Home Attendant (personal service) 354.878

Hospital Admitting Clerk (clerical) 237.368

Identification Clerk 205.368

In-File Operator (business service) 209.368

Information Clerk (clerical) 237.368

Insurance Clerk (medical service) 210.368

Interviewer, Housing Project (government service) 166.268
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Investigator (any industry) 205.368

Kindergarten (any industry) 359.878

Library Assistant (library) 249.368

License Clerk (government service) 249.368

Loan Closer (financial institutions;.real estate) 249.288

Loan Officer (banking, financial institutions) 249.368

Loss-of-Claim Clerk (inrurance) 241.368

Lost-and-Found aerk' (clerical) 243.368

Mail Distribution Scheme Examiner (government service) 239.368

Management Aide 195.368

Manager, Traffic (motor transportation) 239.368

Midwife (medical service) 354.878

Mortgage Closing Clerk (clerical) 243.368

Mother's Helper (domestic service) 306.878

New-Accounts Clerk (clerical) 249.368

New-Accounts Teller (banking) 249.368

Nurse Aide (medical service) 355.878

Nursemaid (domestic service) 307.878

Nurse, Practical (medical service) 354.878

Order Clerk (clerical) 249.368

Orderly (medical service) 355.878

Outpatient-Admitting Clerk (medical service) 237.368

Outside Contact Clerk (light, heat, and power) 241.368

Personnel Clerk 205.368

Placer (insurance) 239.368

Prisoner Classification Interviewer 166.268

Procurement Clerk (clerical) 223.368

Program Aide, Group Work Recreation Leader 195.228

Prompter (amusement and recreation) 152.368

Psychiatric Aide (medical service) 355.878

Receptionist (clerical) 237.368

Registration Clerk (government service) 237.368

Registration Clerk (library) 109.368

I z 0
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Religious Affairs Clerk (nonprofit organizations) 249.363

Repossessor (clerical) 240.368

Safe-Deposit Clerk (banking) 249.368

Sales Correspondent any industry) 204.388

Script Assistant (amusement and recreation) 963.368

Social Security Clerk 205.368

Special-Certificate Dictator (insurance) 209.388

Study Supervisor (education) 099.368

Supervisor, Contingents (retail trade) 205.368

Survey Worker (clerical) 249.268

Telegraph Messenger (telephone and telegraph) 230.368

Telephone Quotation Clerk (financial institutions) 243.368

Test Technician (clerical) 205.368

Title Clerk (government service) 168.368

Town Clerk (government service) 249.288

Tracer (clerical) 240.368

Traffic Checker (government service) 919.368

Travel Clerk (hotel and restaurant) 242.368

Tray-Line Worker (medical service) 355.878

Trust-Collection Clerk (banking) 240.388

Weather Clerk (air transportation) 239.368

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL JOB TITLE:
SOCIAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

Admissions Evaluator (education) 205.368

Admitting Officer (medical service) 237.368

Claims Taker, Unemployment Benefits (government service) 169.268

Compliance Investigator (government service) 168.168

Employment Interviewer (professional and kindred occupatiorr) 166.268

Interpreter (professional and kindred occipations) 137.268

Interviewer and Claims Adjuster (insurunce) 169.168

Interviewer, Housing Project (government service) 168.268



Interviewer, Initial Claims (government service) 169.268

lnvestigator (any industry) 191.268

Occupational Therapy Aide (medical service) 079.368

Orientation Therapist for the Blind (assistance) 079.228

Prisoner Classification Interviewer (professional and
kindred occupations) 166 268

Recreation Leader (professional and kindred occupations) 195.228

Safety Inspector (government service) 168.168

ADVANCED-LEVEL JOB TITLE:
ADVANCED SOCIAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

Caseworker, Child Welfare/Family 195.108

Claims Deputy (government service) 249.138

Community Services and Health Education Officer
(government service) 079.168

Community Relations and Services I- dv;.:.fir, Public Housing
(professional and kindred occupations) 195.108

Corrective Therapist (medical serv;ces) 079.368

Counselor 045.108

Educational Benefits Representative (government service) 168.268

Educational Specialist (education) 099.168

Educational Supervisor, Penal Institution (education) 099.118

Educational Therapist (education) 091.228

Employee Service Officer 195.118

Group Worker 195.108

Health Officer, Field (government service) 168.168

Home and School Visitor 195.108

Occupational Therapist (medical service) 079.128

Orientatidn Therapist for the Blind (education) 079.128

Parole Officer 195.108

Probation Officer 195.108

Rating Specialist, Occupational (government service) 169.168

Recreational Therapist (medical service) 079.128
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Research Worker, Social Welfare (professional and
kindred occupations) 054.088

Scholarship Counselor (education) 090.168

Schooi Adjustment Counselor 195.108

Social Group Worker (professional and kindred occupations) '15.108

Social Work Consultant (professional and kindred occupations) 195.108

Social Worker, Delinquency Prevention (professional and
kindred occupations) 195.108

Social Worker, Medical/Psychiatric/School 195.108

Vocational Disability Examiner (government service) 169.168
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SECTION 2.7
Related Jobs by Worker Trait Group

This section is intended primarily for use in
career guidance activities. The iists of jobs pre-
sented here are categorized according to the
four major worker trait groups: Worker Trait
Gmup 1, Counseling and Guidance; Worker Trait
Group 2, Information Gathering; Worker Trait
Group 3, Corresponding and Related Activities;
and Worker Trait Group 4, Information Giving.
These groupings are the framework for the quali-
fications profile and the inventories of job tasks
and general knowledge concepts.

04

045,
04E108

Within each worker trait group, jobs are arraoged
numerically according to their complete Diction-
ary of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.) code num-
ber. (See Section 2.5 for an explanation of the
codification system used in the D.O.T.) The jobs
listed may be drawn from any number of three-
digit groups within each Occupational Group
Arrangement. This section presents only the
base and defined related titles. For a complete
listing of all undefined, related, and alternate job
titles within each Occupational Group Arrange-
ment, the user is directed to the D.O.T.

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 1:
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Life Sciences

Psychology
Counselor (professional and kindred occupations)
Counselor, Nurses' Association (medical service)
Director of Guidance (professional arid kindred occupations)
Psychologist, Clinical (professional and kindred occupations)
Psychologist, Counseling (professional and kindred occupations)
Psychologist, Industrial (professional and kindred occupations)
Psychologist, School (professional and kindred occupations)
Residence Counselor (education)

09 Education

099.
099.108

099.208

Education, not elsewhere classified
Dean of Boys (education)
Foreign Student Advisor (education)
Teacher, Visiting (education)

12 Religion and Theology

120.
120.108

steriaF Work
Clergyman (professional and kindred occupations)

Missionary (professional and kindred occupations)
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129. Religion and Theology, not elsewhere classified
129.108 Christian Science Practitioner (professional and kindred occupations)

Director of Religious Activities (education)
Director, Religious Education (nonprofit organizations)

129.208 Parish Worker (professional and kindred occupations)

19 Miscellaneous Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work

195. Social and Welfare Work
195.108 Caseworker (professional and kindred occupations)

Caseworker, Child Welfare (professional and kindred occupations)
Caseworker, Family (professional and kindred occupations)
Parole Officer (professional and kindred occupations)
Probation Officer (professional and kindred occupations)
Social Worker, Medical (professional and kindred occupations)
Social Worker, Psychiatric (professional and kindred occupations)
Social Worker, School (professional and kindred occupations)

Community Relations and Services Advisor, Public Housing
(professional and kindred occupations)

Group Worker (prothssional and kindred occupations)
Social Group Worker (professional V kindred occupations)
Social Worker, Delinquency Prevention (profassional and

kindred occupations)
195.208 Case Aide (professional and kindred occupations)

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 2:
INFORMATION GATHERING

09 Education

099. Education, not elsewhere classified
099.368 Study Supervisor (education)

10 Museum, Library, and Archival Sciences

109. Museum, Library, and Archival Sciences, not elsewhere classified
109.368 Bookmobile Driver (iibrary)

Registration Clerk (library)

15 Entertainment and Recreation

152. Music
152.368 Prompter (amusement and recreation)
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16

168.

168.368

Administrative Specialties

Inspecting and Investigating, Managerial and Public Service
Attendance Officer (education)
Title Clerk (government service)

19 Miscellaneous Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work

191. Business Relations Work, not elsewhere classified
191.368 Management Aide (professional and kindred occupations)

20 Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Work

205. Personnel Work
205.36E Admissions Evaluator (education)

Employment Clerk (clerical)
Investigator (any industry)
Personnel Clerk (clerical)

!dentification Clerk (clerical)
Social Security Clerk (clerical)
Supervisor, Contingents (retail trade)
Test Technician (clerical)

209. Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Work, not elsewhere classified
209.368 Call-Out Operator (business service; retail trade)

Evaluator (clerical)
In-File Operator (business service)

21 Computing and Account Recording

210. Bookkeeping
210.368 Account-Information Clerk (light, heat, and power)

I nsurance Clerk (medical service)

219. Computing and Account Recording, not elsewhere classified
219.368 Brokerage Clerk (financial institutions)

22 Material and Production Recording

223. Stock Checking and Related Work
223.368 Procurement Clerk (clerical)
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23 Information and Message Distribution

230. Messenger and Related Work
230.368 Telegraph Messenger (telephone and telegraph)

237. Reception and Information Dispensing Work
237.368 Admitting Officer (medica: service)

Appointment Clerk (clerical)
Information Clerk (clerical)

Pay-Station Attendant (clerical)
Information Clerk (motor transport; railroad transport)
Outpatient-Admitting Clerk (medical service)
Receptionist (clerical)

Hospital Admitting Clerk (medical service)
Registrar (government service)
Registration Clerk (government service)

239. Information and Message Distribution, not elsewhere classified
239.368 Counter Clerk (telephone and telegraph)

Mail-Distribution-Scheme Examiner (government service)
Manager, Traffic (motor transport)
Placer (insurance)
Weather Clerk (air transport)

24 Miscellaneous Clerical Work

240. Collecting
240.368 Collector (clerical)

Repossessor (clerical)
Collector, Overdue Material (library)
Tracer (clerical)

241. Adjusting
241.368 Adjustment Cierk (clerical)

Loss-of-Claim Clerk (insurance)
Outside-Contact Clerk (light, heat, and power)

242. Hotel Desk Work, not elsewhere classified
242.368 Travel Clerk (hotel and restaurant)

243. Clerical Work, Direct Service, not elsewhere classified

243.368 Call Clerk (government service)
Lost-and-Found Clerk (clerical)
Lost-and-Found Clerk (motor transport)
Mortgage Closing Clerk (clerical)
Telephone Quotation Clerk (financial institutions)

1 2,7
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249. Miscellaneous Clerical Work, not elsewhere classified
249.368 Claims Clerk (insurance)

Clerk, Electoral (government service)
Counter Clerk (printing and publishing)
Court Clerk (government service)
Credit Clerk (clerical)
Credit Reporter (business service)
Deposit Clerk (light, heat, and power)
Farm Checker (government service)
Fingerprint Clerk (government service)
Library Assistant (library)
License Clerk (government service)
Loan Officer (banking, financial institutions)
New-Accounts Clerk (clerical)

Contract Clerk (light, heat, and power; telephone and telegraph)
New-Accounts Teller (banking)

Order Clerk (clerical)
Religious Affairs Clerk (nonprofit organizations)
Safe-Deposit Clerk (banking)

34 Amusement and Recreation Services

349. Amusement and Recreation Services, not elsewhere classified
349.368 Kennel Master (amusement and recreation)

35 Miscellaneous Personal Services

353. Guide Service, Except Hunting and Fishing
353.368 Attendant, Traveling Display (any industry)

Guide (personal service)
Guide, Establishment (any industry)
Guide, Factory (any industry)
Guide, Sightseeing (personal service)
Page Boy (radio and television broadcasting)

91 Transportation Work, not elsewhere classified

919. Miscellaneous Transportation Work, not elsewhere classified
919.368 Traffic Checker (government service)

96 Amusement, Recreation, and Motion Picture Work, not elsewhere classified

963. Radio and Television Production, not elsewhere classified
963.368 Script Assistant (amusement and recreation)

1 28
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WORKER TRAIT GROUP 3:
CORRESPONDING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

20 Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Work

204. Correspondence Work
204.288 Correspondence Clerk (clerical)
204.388 Sales Correspondent (any industry)

209. Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Work, not elsewhere classified
209.388 . Special-Certificate Dictator (insurance)

24 Miscellaneous Clerical Work

240. Collecting
240.388 Collection Clerk (clerical)

Trust-Collection Clerk (banking)

249. Miscellaneous Clerical Work, not elsewhere classified

249.288 Customs Clerk (government service)
Forms Analyst (clerical)
Loan Closer (financial institutions;'real estate)
Town Clerk (government service)

15

159.
159.268

16

166.
166.268

WORKER TRAIT GROUP 4:
INFORMATION GIVING

Entertainment and Recreation

Entertainment and Recreation, not elsewhere classified
Director, Casting (motion pictures; radio and television broadcasting)

Administrative Specialties

Personnel and Training Administration
Employee-Operations Examiner (railroad transport)
Employment Interviewer (professional and kindred occupations)

Personnel Recruiter (professional and kindred occupations)
Prisoner-Classification Interviewer (professional and kindred occupations)

Field Representative (government service)
Placement Officer (education)
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168. I nspecting and I nvestigating, Managerial and Public Service
168.268 Interviewer, Housing Project (government service)

169. Administrative Specialties, not elsewhere classified
169.268 Claims Taker, Unemployment Benefits (government service)

Hospital Insurance Representative (insurance)
Secretary, Board of Education (education)
Supervisor, Special Services (education)

18 Managerial Work, not elsewhere classified

187. Service Industry Management
187.168 National Service Officer (nonprofit organizations)

19 Miscellaneous Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work

199. Miscellaneous Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work,
not elsewhere classified

199.268 Examination Proctor (government service)

20 Stenography, Typing, Filing, and Related Work

249. Miscellaneous Clerical Work, not elsewhere ciassified
249.268 Survey Worker (clerical)
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